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IBSTRACT

The United States Coast Guard's increasing employment of

advanced technolcgy aboard its cutters, aircraft and shore

commands has introduced an evolving demand fo- the consider-

ation of a quality dimension in manpower planning. During

recent years, this demand for qual,.ty personnel has ourdis-

tanced input. Recognizing the requi_=eent_ for a long ts-m

organizatioral change effort to reverse this trend, this
thesis Identifies the recruiting program as the most effec-
tive agent for that change.

In order to determine the rgcruiting program's current

level cf effectiveness, the program objectives were compared

to its PY-82 performance. Additionally, a recruiting effac-

tIveness model was developed from a review of current
literature. while a significant level of quantitative
effectiveness was noted within current o-ganizational

limits, that level was reduced as considerations were made
for the qualitative dimension and recruit attrition. The

reduction in effectiveness was largely attributable to the
lack cf clearly stated qualitative objectives and the

absence of qmality measures from the performance evaluaticn
and control processes.

Significant improvement in the l.vel of qualita-:ve

effectiveness requires the explicit inclusion of the quall-
tative dimension within the program's strategic decision

making process. The qualitative objectives can be defined
more clearly and operationalized through the development of
appropriate performance measures, implemented in recognizion

of each district's irherant quality and quantity potential.
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I. L..ZIQD.gzo

"'To meet the Navy's expanding manpower

needs only in numbers is not enough;

manning a growing naval fcrce has a

qualitative dimension as wsll." (Ref. 1].

&ppearing in the Secretary of Definse's Manpcwer

Requirements Report (DMRR) to the Congress for FY-83, this
statement's message is no less applicable to the U. S. Coast

Guard.

A. fPURPOSE

Recognizing that earlier this year the Coast Guard's

level of awareness was elevated with regard to deficiencies

in -the basic skill and knowladge -. quizements,# the purpose

of this thosis is to identify the recruiting program, from

among the many alternatives, as having the greatest, poten-
tial for effectively evaluating and controlling t-he quality

disension. This thesis will explore the concept of
recruitin, effectiveness as .t can be defined in terms of

quantity AND quality within the Coast Guard recruiting
program. The Coast Guard recruiting program has generated
considerable expertise and efficiency at operating wi.hin

the quantity dimension. Therefore, this thesis will focus
attention upon the quality dimension as it relates to, and
can be manipulated by, the rscuiting organization. Th e
specific elements of the recruiting program having potential

to impact effectiveness through qualizy will be identif!sd-,- / 1

- oS Ccast and amandant's Bziefing "I" School Cut
=r.j 13 Septomwe I il~,
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and evaluated in light of current research. Recommen-.tions

concerning those elements and their usefulness in the cavali-
ation and ccntrol of the quality and quantity dim-.ensions
will be offered with the intention of improving the Coast

Guard's responsiveness to evolving quality demands.

B. BACKGIOOND I

as late as 1975, the Coast Guard --njoyed a rsputaticn

for attracting recruits of superior quali-y to thos.

enlisting in either cf ths Department of Defense (DOD)

services. Perhaps because this relative position had

existed for many years, a general perception evolved that

the Coast Guard could routinely attract sufficient quality

with nc more than the normal effort required to attract the
necessary quantity of recruits. Quality was presumed tc be

no major problem. While no doubt this perception may still

exist within some elements of the 3rganization, a review of
recent and related trends suggest zhese expectations of

assumed quality are ill founded. Ther = appears to be scme
imbalance bq.ween the current personnel inputs and thhe
desired level of quality as greater emphasis has been placed
upon quantity.

Prior to 1975 the Coast Guard consistently recruited
greater percentages cf Mental Category I and II and lesser
percentages of Category IV and V individuals than any of the

others services. Since that time however, the relative
position has declined such that in FY-1982, the Ciast Guarl
compared favcrably only to the narine Corps and thes Army.
Initially the relative decline seemed to be simply a func-
tion of the misnorming of the ASVAB. However, as

illustrated in Figure 1.1 and Figure 1.2, the relative
decline remains apparent in the most recent data for FY-82. 2

r'the Department of Defense lata for ?Y-81 ind prior can

10
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While mental category does not stand alone as the sir.gl.

characteristic or predictor of quality, the various catego-
ries (I thru V) have proven to be valid predictors of Class

"k" school performance which in turn serves as a valid p-ed-

ictor for job performance.3

During recent years the short term performance of

recruits in basic training has followed a similarly unset-
tling pattern. The recruit training attrition rate' has

increased from 12% in 1978 to approximately 19% in FY-62.

By comparison, Navy recruit training attrition was 8.3% for
FY-82, and averaged just 8% over the past three years.5

Beyond recruit training, attrition at the Class "A" schools

has also reached larger proportions, averaging more than 139
system wide in FY-82, far exceeding the 7% rate experienced

by the Navy during the same time period. At one technical
"A" school, more than 40% of the students were rephased, or

or extended in training, at least once during the training

period [Ref. 2]. This level of attrition and rephasing

carry considerable implications for tha costs of recruit and

specialized skill training.
This relative decline in the attraction of quality

recruits into the Coast Guard could not have arrived during

a less desireable period. During =ecent years, the Coast
Guard has began positive movement into the technological

age. Whether aboard the 270' WMEC's, th. HH-65A helicopters
or the HU-25 Falcon jets, the term 'skilled personnel' has

begun to take on new meaning. This trend is further

be found in Reference (7 FY-82 was provided by the Defense
Manpower Data Center (DRDC) ; and the Coast Guard da a is
provided by the Office of Personnel.

°U.S. Ccast Guard Commandant's Briefing "A" Shol rut
Scorej, September 1 3,982.

rechoseerurts discharged prior to the completion ofrecruit tra Ing.

SU.S. Navy, Heaorandum Subject: Nall Rec-ui "r.Ra, 7
February 1983.
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* evidenced by the evolution of advanczed management in;forna-

tion and decision support systems such as the Personrn2.

Management Information system (Pn1IS) and the Joint Uniformed

Military Pay System (JUMPS) , as well as orcgrsss wit-h the

C-3 ccmputer network installation. Considering t-hse advan~ced

skill requirements that accompany each of thess innovations,

the personnel demands being placed on -.he Coast Guard ars

unlike those exper'ienced at anv time in our hi-story.

Although new to the Ccast Guarl, these quality demands are

siutneul bAing placed upon the other miiayscrv-.ces
as well.

The nature of these trends and their seri4ous implica-

tions on current and and future operational performance have

not gcre unnoticed by the Commandant. Ear lie: in this

fiscal year, in direct attempts to impact the quality dimen-

sion ir manpower plannIng, the Coast Guard took four

signifi-cant action steps:

- a scholastic requirement was established as an

enlistment standard: bigh school graduate

cr high schccl GED

- the4 mental standards for enli1stment were raised to

match tl~e minimum 'A' school standards

- the 'A' school mental battery qualifying scores

were raised fcr sixteen of twenty-three schools

- the development of an Educati.;on Enrichment Prcaam

JEEP) was authozized for use at coast Guard

training centers in or-der to el1evate the reading

and math skills to acceptable levels.

clearly the demand for personn-el is becoming more than a

demand !cr numbers. The quality dimension in manpower plan-

ning is receiving increased attention. The Comman~dant has

recognized the significance of improving the quality dimen-
Sion and meeting the challenges of technological growth. Yet

as important as these initial steps are, they must be viewed



within the context of other alternatives. The raisina a-.-

lowering of qualification scores is not a unique occurancs.

* Having been used before and given some combination of

critical conditicns, i.e. low anemployment coupled with high

personnel needs, the temptation for thei - lowering may occur

at some time in the future. Additionally, as initially

approved, the need for the education e.nrichment program is

expected to decline in fuzure years (Ref. 2]. in a sense

then, these initial steps represent reasorable band-aid

solutions for a series of serious problems. The void of a

long term organizaticnal strategy for change remains

present. How can the organization suffici.nz1y adjust

itself sc that quality aad quantity deman4s are routinely

recognized within the planning process and operationally

achieved?

C. OBJECTIVES IND SCOPE

In developing this long term strategy, two primary

alternatives seem open for consideration. In the firs-, a

transformation strategy, recognition of th . problem is

accompanied by a desire to minimize and cope with its conse-

quences. In addition to the Education Enrichment Program

(EEP) , there are many other alternative actions open to the

Coast Guard that would provide methods of coping with an

influx of minimally qualified individuals. The Coast Guard

might adopt and pursue any one, or comoination, of the

alterna-ives appearing in Table I.

These are but a few cf the options available for impacting

the quality dimension given that the individuals aze intro-

duced within the system. Within this strategy the

assumptions are: 1) we are attracting the best of the

*U.S. Coast Guard, Commandant's Briafing "A" School Cut

=i. , Septemb r 13,1982.
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T ABLE I

Options for Impacting Quality

- Require that additional forms of basic skill
trainng to be accgmplished prior to se ec-tion
for specialized skil schools, i.e. add-:ional
correspondence courses.

- L.ngthen the curriculum of "A" schools,
pantainikg the cu;rent perfor mance cr te:ions
but ccvering material at a more b6asic iavel.

- Rewrite the curriculum for "A" schools =ecognizing
the current entrance knowledge l.vels.

- Initiate a service-wide task redasig. adopting
simplification as a standard operating principle.

- Provide additional funding and support for the
off-duty education program.

- Develop incentive systems that promote the
advantaq of a conaiing education p.o-ram,
i.e. attendance at schools on Coast Guard time.

- Encou:ago the developmint and us. of skill
buili courses administered a-. the level of the
operzatmona iunits.

- Conduct periodic reductions in force to seperate
the unqualified from the servics.

- Authorize Enlisted Screening Panels which
would o ids additional personne. reviews prior
to autgrlzaticn or re-enlistmgnt.

- Adopt milestones to success tha-t would identifyspecific Desonal* quali:y im~rov~men' act-iQns
requared by cartai1 t as-_-3rv.cq datss -n
orrer trmain o; active duty.

- Cr.-ae a "mentor" programuby promot.ing and
publicly recniZing those of superior quality
as ia sples zor others to follow.

16
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quality that is available, and 2) carrent deficiencies i.

quality are something over which the Coast Guard exazcises

little or nc control, i.e. the higA schools a-en'+ what they

used to be. while each of these actions offers pot-.-ial
for a measured impact cn the quality dimension, they recog-

nize and accept existing quality deficiencies as a given.

The seccnd alternative, an input/control strategy,

recognises the problem and aspires to aip it in the bud:

impact the quality dimension directly dt -he input scurce.

This strategy assumes; 1) the Coast Guard can identify its

manpower needs in qualitativs and quantitative terms, and 2)

these needs can be effectively operationalized at the input

source sc as to facilitate optimal selection.

The recruiting program seems best suited for pursuing
this input/ccntrcl strategy. ks the organizational arm

responsible for the selection and enlistment of the manpower
resources, it occupies a unique position affording the

potential to be the most effective agent in addressing bcth

the quantity and quality demands.

Vhen viewing each of the primary alterna-.ives, as well

as the many appearing in Table I, each shares an inherent
cost differential in addition to variations in the potential

impact upon recruiting effectiveness. Some of the alterna-
tives require considerable budgetary, percnnel and time

investments while others can essentially be incorporated

into existing programs and policies. In any case, these

costs will rot be addressed as issues in -his thesis as the
primary focus will be the policy and procedu-al issues
affecting recruiting effectiveness.

In terms of the quantitative aspec- of this alternative,

the Ccast Guard has established planning procedures for

determining its manpower requirements. Additionally, infor-

maticn systems are in place which provile some evaluation

and control capability insuring that the manpower st=rr.gth

17



is main'ained at the desired level. At -he input source,
the Ccast Guard has consistently exhibited skill and success
at meeting enlistment quotas through -he recruiting program.
Over the past eight years, the rscruiting program has aver-

aged an achievement cf more than one-hundred per-csnt of its
assigned quota. As an additional indicator of success, in
September 1982, Captain Stevens Smith, -he division chief

responsible for the recruiting program, was presented with
the Award for Achievement in Equal Opportunity by -.he
Secretary of transportation Transportation.7

WIth the qualitative aspect however, a similar level cf

planning and achieving success has been somewhat elusive.
Perhaps due to the lack of a singular or universal defini-
tion or understanding of the term "Quality dimension", there

are no specific quality goals of achievement for any level

above that cf the minimum enlistment standards.S In the
absence of explicit organizational quality goals, there has
been little activity to design measures of input quality.
In short, other than to insure that minimal standards are

attained, the Coast Guard has no orher mechanism to iden-
tify, obtain or evaluate the quality dimension at the point
of input. Acordingly, the objective of this thesis is -o
pursue the second alternative, identifying those aspects of
the recruiting program possessing the potential to impact

the quality dimension, focusing on the specific aspect of

monitcring and controlling quality.

?Ccuandantos Bulletin, v.23-82, p.9, 11 October 1982.
*The staida1O.as defined by the Recruiting .anual

18



D. QUALITY IESZION

Few concrpts within the recruitng context seesm capa-:

of generating as much controversy as does the concept of

"quality". Sinces the introduction Df the All Volunter Force
(IF) in 1973g the ccncept and its implications have been

used to the advantage and the disadvantage of the Department

of Defense. The desire for quality was viewed with such

importance ty Congress that specific goals and ccnstraints
were legislated for the Army. [Ref. 1]. Although not v-St a
specific ccncern to external agencies axercising ccntrol

over the Coast Guard, internal interest in quality has

recently been heightened.9
Of general concern and desire in every organization, the

term quality seems tc be one of those broad intangibles that
is difficult to define explic-tly, mor difficult to measure

and extremely difficult to prelict accurately. When applied
to an individual or tc that individual's performance, it

becomes the product of innumerable traits that prove diffi-
cult to evaluate in a cumulative sense. Ability, aptitude
and attitude are but a few of the quality traits. Having

identified these traits, the individual's contributicn
within a team, toward a project or operaticnal goal is still
subject to a great many situational factors. As great as is

the desire for a measure of quality, there are barriers
which prevert its exact measurement. Having identified many
of the desirable traits, measuring them becomes fraught with
difficulties as recruiters are limit.d in their abilities to
gather evaluate information in order to conduct comprehen-
sive applicant screenings. While research inlicates that

access to arrest records, school expulsions and family

stability could reduce attrition by nearly four p.rcent

'0,S. Coast Guard Commandant's Briefing "Al" Schcol Cut

.c..rel September 13,i1982.
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(le.f 3], this information is frequently unavailabl _ duq t.

various state and local statutss.o

All is not lost hcever, as there are two aspects cf
quality that can be measured; education attainment and
sental ability. To acme degree, each of these individual

measures serves as a composi-te fo: many of the previcusly
menticnsd single traits.

Evaluating the high ast level of education a-.tained

serves as an indicatcr of an individual's ap-itude, attiude
and ability. Additicnally, considerable research has
repeatedly supported the link between education level and

the successful accomplishment of subsequent training. in a
1981 study by the Center for Naval Analysis, it was
conclud.d that education level had the greatest impact on

survival cf a recruit through the first eight years cf

service (Ref. 41. Recent Coast Guard data -tends to support

that conclusion as shcun in Table I.

TABLE II

HSG vs. lon-HSG Completion Rates

Completing Recruit Training FY-82

Gradua-.ed Disch arg e d
HSG 82.54 17.5va

Nca HSG 69.04 31.0%

Overall Average 81.21 18.8%

'Offost notable difficulty is encoun-:refd in California.
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2. A jtitude

In the military context, mental aptitude iAS s finid

4 as the potenti-al to benefit from training, in other words, a

measure of trainability. Tests for mental apti:'ids are NCT

intelli1gence tests. Until February 1983, the Coast G'iari

derived these measures from the administration of the Coast

Guar-d -test battery during the fourth week ofrcri

tr-a _.inng. Since that time, the Ccast Guard has joined the

cthar services in the9 use of the Armed Services Vocatioral

Aptituds Battery (ASVAB) which is admini'stered prio.-r to, an

individual's enlistment. The test baztery comsi6sts of a

'4 number of individual tests that seek to determine levels of

verbal, aritbmatic, mechanical, clearical and electroni-c

skills. The zomposite dearived from selected tests ars th~en

combined with certain physical, medical and educational

standards to determine an indi-vidual's eligibility for
enlistment i.nto the armed forces.

Fcr quality determinati-on purposss, the arithmetic

and verbal scores have traditionally been combined and

grouped into the five distinct peracentils categories identi-

i fied in Table III.

TABLE III

Rental Category by Percentile

?ertal Category peroecntile

I F- 11 65 - 99

III &50 - 6

III E 31 - 49

IV V 0- 30
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Persons who score in Category I or II are considerd above

average in trainability; --hose in catz.gory III, average;

those in Category IV, below average; and thoss in Catsgcry

V, well below average. (For comparative purposes, -- a-ing

ability for those in Category III equates to the eich-:h

grada level.) The military services have traditionally

identified those in Categories I, II and the upp.r half of
III tc be the most desireable applicants. Membsrs of these
groups generally qualify for a wide.r range of specialized

skill training schools and experience less attrition,

thereby reducing training costs in terms of time and

dollars. Additionally, as in the educational levcl

attained, persons in the higher mental categories have exhi-

bited greater probabilities of completing recruit training

than dc those in the lower categories [Ref. 5]. Recent

Coast Guard data tend to support this conclusion as shown in

Table IV.

TABLE IV

Recruit Training Success By Category

Completing Recruit Training FY-82
Graduated Discharged

Category I & II 97.94 2.1%

Category III 96.9% 3.2%

Ca-tegory IIIB 93.11 6.9%

Category IV & V 85.9% 14.1%
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3. 1Sun~z
Altbough the strength of the relationship betwsan

the two measures and quality are frequently di4scussxed and

bear some interpretational limitations, substantial'resea~ch

has indi-cated that bet-h education attainment and mental

ability are valid predictors of future success 46 n tr ai ninr,

Clef . I p. VIII-t1.J. These two factors then are represented
by the term "quality dimension". 7he isgree -to which the

Coast Guard incorporates these measures --n i--s goal settiJng

procesoes and the degree to which these measures aze charac-

teristic cf the recruiti.ng program's output indicate the

level of success achieved with the quality dimension.

B. RECRUITING IFFBCTITBIZSS

in evaluating the performance of an organization, two

criteria commonly utilized are efficiency and effecti-ven=ess.

In the former, organizational outputs are compared to its
* inputs, whereas in the latter, outputs are compared with the

organizational objectives. OrganizatiJons generally strive
for beth efficiercy and effectiveness rec-.gni4zin-g that one

may moderate the other. Considering that resourcs inputs
dssions are bureaucratically beyond the control of the

recruiti-ng crganization# and being primaril6y concerned with
achievement of qualitative atd quantitative objectives, ti

thesis will focus upon recruiting effactiveness.

1. jesl

As was the case with the term "qualit:y dimension",

recruiting effectiveness iS another abstract term that is
difficult to define. There is no absolute- value of effec-
tiveness. Operationalizing the term, we generally speak of
its measures,, measures which relate output to -the objec-
tives. A recruiting program may be considsrsd effective to
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the degree that it attains its overall goal; the mir.ority
goal; the non-prior service goal; =he prior ssrvics gcal;

the high school diplcma graduate goal; the female goal; or
any combination thereof. In -the normal usage of -he t-sr
then, in crder for a recruiting program to achieve a dagree
of effectiveness it must first develop a comprehensive set
of objectives which, collectively, will define its purpose.

The second requirement is that the program design an
approFriate control system that will provide meaningful and
comprehensive performance measures affordIng -the comparison
of program outputs to program objectivis. In order for the
Coast Guard's recruiting program to achieve the desired
level of effectiveness with the qualitative and quantitative
dimensions then, it would first be required to have cle.arly
stated objectives with regard to both dimensions; and
secondly, a control system offering the capability to
compare the quantity and quality of its recruits to the
program cbjectives. Having this capability in place, 'effec-
tiveness measures can be obtained in continuous short term
periods, creating an early warning and control system iden-
tifying the need for adjustments that enable achievement of
long term objectives. This effectiveness cycle is illus-
trated in Table V.

As important as is the measureament of effectiveness,
one is eventually confronted with the question of how to
contrcl it. To this end, it is necessary to id.n-tify the
program elements that have a potential to impact effective-
ness and to understand their interrelationships. Clearly
there is nc simple path, no single but-.on to push in
achieving a desired level of recruiting program effective-
ness as there must be cooperation and coordination of

numercus elements. These elements are identifiabls however,
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TABLE V

Recruiting Effectiveness Cycle

Progr4m poQuan t .tat 16 ve program
and

8ual~itativebjective s adjustments

Objective BasedMonitoring early
of Program r
Performance warning

adjustment

affect f tk ee fectiveness tindi:eodngo

P r ramannual
Reulan adjustment.

each independently and collectively having the potential to
affect the level of effe-ctiveness a.t-:ai n -d in -esoonling to

cbjectives. Five such elements and ths-:- interactions a=-r

considered to be particularly critizal and will bs specifi-
cally addressed: 1) territorial po'antial, 2) -ha numba- of
recruiters, 3) individual recrui:e- chaacte.-istics, 4)

recruiting source characteristics, and 5) zanagement pcli-
cies (i.e. goal setting, quota deter miation and assignment,

incentive and reward system).
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F. BETHCDOLOGY

In order to provide an overview of the total enlisted

recruiting program as it relates to the dAve.,pment cf -!-.he
input strategy, a theoretical model of recruiting effec:-_ve-
ness, in terms of its five critical elements, is developed

from a review of current research litarazure. This model is

then ccpared with a description of the exist-ing Coast Guard
recruiting program, forming a base from which us9ful conclu-

sions and recommendations may be drawn.

In addition to the theortical mod.l, a unigue ccmputer-

ized perscnnel data set has been constructed which allows

for a description of the recruiting program's ou-put in
qualitative form as well as the practical exercise of this
thesis' recommendations.

In order to describe coaprahensiveiy the current Coast
j Guard recruiting program and its performance in relation -to
* both the quality and quantity dimensions, th.re was an

initial need for system-wide performance data.
Specifically, what have been the output characteristics of
the overall system, the districts and the recruiting
offices? Considering the pres3nt lack of a computerized
management information system, the ques-tion could not be

answered as that type of data had never been collected in

the past. Vhile there were manual mechanisms foz moniJtoring
the quantity Aimensicn, there were none for any other type
of information.

Accordingly, in November 1982, with the funding and
support of the Recruiting Division of the Office of
Personnel (G-P.IR), and the assistance of the USCG training
Center Cape May, an intensive effort was undertaken to
construct a unique data set that would provide qualitative
as well as quantitative data. The rCsulting data base
includes demograhic and performance Jata, as outlined 4n
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TkBLZ VI

Recrui.t Data Points PY-82

- Name, first five letters of the list name

- Social Security Number

- Type of Enlistment

- DCistrict of enlistment

- Recruiting office of enlistment

- Method of Contact

- Method of Follow-up

- Type of Rzec-uite.*r

- citizenship

- Education level

- Sex

- Marital status
- Mincrity grcup
- Religion

HeBight

- Vlght

- Ccast Guard Battery Scores

- Age

- Indication of Rephasal

- Bleason for rephasal

- Entrance test used for qualifiLation

- Score on that entrance test
- Date of Enlistment

- Indicatiot of graduate of discharge from recruit t:ainiag
- Reascn for Discharg-i
- Company in recruit tr-aining
- Ccapany ranking at graduation
- Bate upon graduation (SA/FA)
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Table VI, for 3454 of the 3490 reglar recruits who r.n-.:srzd

recruit training at TRACEN Cape May during FY-82. The .ata

base does not include those recruits ente-ing USCG Traini:g

Center Alameda prior to its closur. in February 1982.

The significance of this data base is that for the firs-

time, recruiting perfcrmance over a wile range of variables

can be evaluated for the program overall as well as for each

district, recru4iing cffice and detachment. Supportive of

the quantitative data already obtained, th-is is the first

glimpse at recruiting which ccnsidars qua.ity.
Additionally, although cross-sectional in form, the data

base cffers the potential for a lcngitudinal study of

recruit accessions fcr FY-82. In addition to the computer

data based information, telephone interviews were conduc-ed

with each district's Enlisted Recruiting Supervisor, as well

as with individual recruiters and Officers-In-Charge. Each
interview was conducted in a similar manner using questions
designed to provide a background on policy interpretaticns

and implementation. The questions are provided in Table

V1I.
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Interview Questions

1. Can you identify the erfcrmanc- measuzes that
you use to evaluate t e performanca of your
recruiting offices?

2. Whet perfcrmance measures do you believe ars

used iy Headquarters to evaluat.z your
district s performance?

3. Dc r.ceive the Discharge Log fzom Caps May
eacloMcnth? Hcv dc you use it?

4. What individual characteristics do recrui-rs

in your district use -o dete-rmine an applicant's
"quality"?

5. How do ycu distributa your monthly quota among
your recruiting offices?

6. DC you have a formal recognition/reward program
fcr ycur recruiters?

7. How many of your recruiters :-ec-ved any -ype of
performance award during FY-82?

8. Can identify cne ;a or problem within the
Ccas Guard's recruiting pr gram?

.2
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Tbe end of the military draft in 1373 brought sevsral

changes to the recruiting activities of the DOD services.
Primary among these was a heightened concern about -_hs
quality of the All Vclunteer Force (AV?). This concern

served to initiate a broad range of research that is cc-.i-
nually investigating the relationships between the vaicus
elements of the recruiting program and their octent-ial 't

41 postively impact the quality dimension cf manpcver planning.

Vhile oriented to the DOD services, this research carries

many useful implications for resolving similar quality
issues facing the Coast Guard recruiting program. This

literature review is representative of the research linking

various elements of the recruiting program to the enhance-
ment ef recruiting effectiveness and the achievement of a
quality objective. In order, the following recruiting
elements Will be addressed: terri-o-ial potential, recruiter
characteristics, numker of recruiters, recruiting sources
and management pclicy.

B. TERRITORIIL POTENTIAL

In a study prepared for the Naval Personnel Reasearch

and Development Center (NPRDC), Dr. James Arima sought to

develop a measure of recruiter effectiveness --hat would

reflect the inherent potential of a terr.tory for prcducing

accessions. Recognizing that all tarritories dii not share
the same potential for generating enlistees, he scught to
determine a set of variables that could fiJt into an equation

rellatly predicting the expected production of a recruitsr.
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In his initial attempts to predict net product-ivity, grcss
productivity corrected for attrition, the results prov-3d
unreliable. However when the qualitative dim-Bnsion was
considered, the measures became responsive to territorial-

differences. The resulting equation demonstrated the feasi-
* bility of utilizing educational data from the school

districts to predict the expected recruiter producticn.
The findings of the study produced several int-.r-asting

implications for the management of recruiting efforts.

First, the author found that while the =onmal elements
utilizad by policy makers in establishing quotas (Qualified

Military Availables (QUA) and number of high school gradu-
ates) were associated with the number of accessions from a
territory, there was no statistically significant causal

relationship. Further, these elements lacked any qualita-
tive dimension whatsoever in distinguishing the differing
potantial of the territories.

Secondly, the trend of assigning recruiter resources
based on QNA resulted in dense metropolitan areas havinq

large recruiting stations where recruiters spent inordinate

amounts of time with unqualified applicants and produced
poorer quality recruits. As an alternative, the number of
female high school graduates proved to be the best predictor
of quality :ecruit production in a given territory [Ref. 6].

The noticn of territorial potential and the ass of
educational data as a determinant of quality is further
suppcrted by the findings of the Profile of American Youth.
In a 1980 nation-wide administration of the Armed Services
Vocational Aptitude Eattery (ASVAB), test performances were
compared regionally. The mean AFQT parcr.ntile scores, when

divided into the nine regional divisions utilized by the

U.S. Bureau of the Census, identified New England as hiving
the highest average (60), followed in order by -he West
Cntral (58), Middle Atlantic (53), East North Cntral (52),

e,
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Mountain (52), Pacific (50) , West South Central (48), Scih

Atlantic (44), and the East South Central (42) [Ref. 7].

Emphasizing differing regional educational performance,
a study prepared for the Center of Naval Aralyses assessal

the impact of varying standards for GED certificates on

recruit survival. Dividing the fifty states into four
unique categories based on the stringency of GED require-

ments. tte survival frobabilities exhibited a consistent
pattern of increased survival with increased requirements
for achieving passing grades. The report suggests that

benefits can be attained by --=eating GEDs from the states in
a differential manner with ragard to the applicant screening
process CRef. 8].

Through these research efforts, it is apparent that in

allocating valuable recruiter resources as well as enlist-
sent quotas, criteria superior to 2ais and numbers of high
school graduates exist. The research would suggest that
these allocation decisions are not as simple as they may
appear. The consideration of territorial differences offers
the decision-maker greater flexibility and control over
increasing the probalilities of achieving an improved

recruiting/recruiter output (quality and quantity).

C. RECRUITER CHARACTERISTICS

As the organizational representative most directly
involved in the recruiting process, the individual recruiter
provides a unique set of personal characteristics, skills
and abilities that have obvious potential impact cn

attracting desirable applicants. Several studies have
focuses on the variety of characteristics requirZed in 3evel-

oping a successful recruiter.
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It a University Cf WisConsis- Madison study, Ivjv-da
JM.%j2Lj :t f!ae t±OU* j : A Review, -the

authors examine the influence Of the recruiter cn the app2.-

cant'Is attitudes and job choice behaviors. The recruite:r is

identified as having a definita impact on the decision-

making of the applicant. In reaching this conclusion,
several specific recruiter cha ractari stices were exami1ned.

Applicants were generally in agreement that age, verbal

fluency, personality and current kn~wlrzdge had positive
influences cn their decisions. The preferencs was for

young, but not too young, rcruiter-s w--th a "plesasing"
personality, capable cf discussing employment oppor-ttni-ties

in more than general terms and prepared to offer a "1smooth"
presentation on the crganization. Additionally, a job title

positively influenced the perceptiJon of recruiter compe-
tence. Although not strongly supported, race was det,:rmined
to have some impact as black apilicants seemsel to respond
more favorably tc black roecruiters while =ace seemed of
little importance to white applicants. Si-milarly, the

support for sex as a determinant was ara- neut:ral as female
recruiters were evaluated as "better than or at least equal
-tom their male counterparts (Ref. 9].

in addition to relating effectively to applicants, the

recruiter must be capable of accomplishing a diverse set of
non-recruiting tasks. Each military servi-ce Is interested
in idontifyinq these addional skills as they may lead -,o
proper performance evaluation as well as enhance the selac-
tion Cf potential recruiters. In a serlss of three studJis
prepared for YPRDC (Eorman, Hough, Dunnette 1976; Borman,
Toquam, Besse 1979; Ecrman, Rosse, Toqilam, Abrahams 1981) ,

more than eight hundred critical incidents describing the

range of effective to ineffective recruiter performance were
initially reduced to nine descriptive dimensions. in final
form for the last phase of study, ths number of dimensicns

was further reduced tc four:
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- Selling Skills: selling Navy effectively

tc prospects; displaying confidence

and effectiveness
- Human Relations Skills: establishing and

maintaining gccd interpersonal relations
with the prospects, recruits and persons

in the community
- Organizing Skills: planning ahead, accuratly

ccupleting paperwork

- Overall Performance: a composite measure
of the three primary skills.

These performance categories, broken down by factor

analysis, identify specific behavioral and vocational

intarest items that reliably predict desired performance.

The study in final fcra provides a test battery compcsed of

110 personality and 60 vocational items that reliably

predict Navy and Marine Corps recruiter performance.

D. 2U5hR OF RCRUITIRS

It seems obvious that the more recruiters there a-e in

the system, the greater the output will be. Indeed this
relationship has been verified in many studies [Ref. 6.].
However when the recruiting objective is brcadened from mere
numbers to include a quality dimension, and when the

marginal cost of each additional recruit is considered among
the alternatives for attracting applicants, increasing the
number of recruiters must be reviawsd more closely. Two
ecant studies address these issues as the marginal effec-

tive.ess of an additicnal recruiter is compared to ths
marginal effectiveness of increased adv.rtising.

In a field marketing experiment conducted for the Naval
Recruiting Command (NRC) by the wharton pplied Recearch
Centser, advertising and recruiting resources were varied in
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systematic and ccntrclled way. The advertising budget

levels were varied from plus to minus one-hundred percen-t,

and recruiter strength was varied from plus to minus -twenty
percent for fourty-three markets that were involved as

either treatment or control markets. Among the findings,

the experiment confirmed the significint relationship
between the number of recruiters and the number of enlis--

sent contracts signed. A similar strong rela-ionship was

observed tetween advertising budget levels and the number of
enlistment contracts signsd. With an increase in either

determinant, the experiment revealed an sxpanded markget

share of the number cf contracts for the Navy relative tc
the other services. Unlike advertising, recruiters were

relatively sore effective in recruiting individuals with
life and career goals. Additionally, with advertising, a

"lagged" effect was cbserved which indicated that adver-
tising benefits may not actually occur until three to four
months after the treatment.

When comparing the marginal cost differences, recruiters

were determined to show the strongest and most consistent

effects on enlistment, hence a relatively less risky invest-

sent, but at greater cost. In this report, the marginal

cost for a recruiter greatly exceeded that of advertisirg.

Additionally, the experiment observed that for both adver-
tising and recruiters, as quality constraints ars included,

the marginal costs steadily increase (Ref. 10].
In the second study, ! __.ut.2s, - a nvd evNa

",jqtaent , i regression analysis was utilized to determine
the relationship between high school graduate enlistments,

the number of recruiters and The lev-l of adveirtising exo.n-
ditures. The study's findings parallel those of the Wharton

study: both the recruiter and advertising were determined to
positively affect the number of contracts signed.
Additionally, the study noted a current year impact for the

recruiter and a future ori.nted impact of advertising.
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An interesting distinction of this study is that it

identifies recruiters as affecting enlistments in the upper
mental categories whereas adver-tising's greatest impact was

with the lower mental groups. Additionally, althcugh adver-
tising maintains a marginal cost advantage over the use of

recruit$rs with respect to "all high school graduates"
($1700 to $2200) . when the quality dimension is considered

by a comparison within mental group I - IIIU, recruiters

develcp a distinct advantage ($2500 t3 $4600) (Ref. 11].

1. RECROITIN SOURCES

Recruitment is frequently considered a one-way process:

the organization searching for prospective employees. In

reality however, recruitment is a two-way process: p.ospec-
tive emplcyees seeking organizations Just as organizaticns

seek prospective employees. Using this mating theory of

recruitment [Ref. 12] success is achieved as the two form a
simultaneous match. This match can be accomplished only

when there is a commcn communications method: some form of

contact linking both prospect and prospector. The

recruiting program uses a variety of advertising methods for

this express purpose: TV/radio, magazines, classified ads,

direct mail, etc. The question then becomes one of identif-

ying the most effective form of advertising from among the

many alternatives.
In a study prepared for the Naval Recruiting Command,

Richard C. morey of Duke University used a variety of
regression techniques to predict the impact of the va-icus

media alternatives on the number of national lads and the
number of high school contracts. In genezal, he found that

national leads wers affected to a small degree by expendi-
tures for general, non-minority TV/radio, very strongly by
non-minority printing related expendliures, and very
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strongly by territorial elements such as relative pay,

propensity to enlist, unemployment, etc. The same charac-

teristics affecting national leads similarly affect high

school graduate contracts ... but with a two month lag.

Non-high school graduate contracts were affected mcst pcsi-

tively by quota, classified ads, minority adveLtising,

general TV/radio and the territorial percentage of blacks.

The author notes that one high school graduate contrac-

results from approximately 44 national l-ads or 65 local

leads.

as these initial findings were -:-.viewsd in the cc-trxt

of their relative cost effectiveness, the author concluded

that the majority of expenditures should be directed in the

area of printed materials, i.e. magazines, direct mail,

newspaper supplements, etc. Using Navy CY-78 funding levels

and at 78 dollars, the marginal costs per additional hich

schocl graduate contract for TV/radio was $34,024; for

printed materials. $2,046; and for minority advertising,

$26,611 (Ref. 13]. In a subsequent report published in

1982, further analysis served to differentiate the variety

of printed materials by their ability to increase the yield

of male, non-prior service, high school graduate contracts.

The use of general magazines was the clearly superior,
followed by general direct mail, joint DOD magazine and
finally, local newspaper/high school advertisement
Clef. 14]. Interestingly, this study is supportive of

others reviewed in that the author indicates -he greater
effectiveness of recruiters as opposed to advertising in
obtaining the higher mental group =ontracts.

The importance of ifficiently marching the Coast Guard
to prospective recruits is heightened when consideration is
given to the scarcity of recruiting dollars and the

declining population of 18 year old mals, high school gradu-
ates. Population studies have shown -hat by 1992, there
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will be 25 percent fewer high school graduates than ther-,

were in 1S76 [Ref. 15]. As the competition for thesa

resources with the DCD services and the civilian market

begin to increase, ccnsideration must be aiven to ienrif-

ying alternatives that expand the :raditional recruitinc

market sc as to locate increasing numbers of high quality

racruits. In a recently released Rand CorDOr!Zion report,
two-yeiar colleges and postsecondary vocational schocls were

identified as one viable alternative.

Lcoking first at the potential size of the market, the

authors encountered some difficulty as the reports cf total

enrollment in two-year institutions vary greatly by source.

Generally, considering only male students within the

targeted age ranges fcr non-prior service recruits, the

= population is estimated at one million. If consideration is

given to recruiting prior service students, as well as those

exceeding the 18 to 21 age range, zhe population could swell

by more than 500,000 men. With regari to meeting enlistment

standards of age, ability, moral character, etc., these

sources could positively impact the quality of the enlisted

force. Geographically, these five largest concentrations of

these potential recruits are in the states of California,

Texas, North Carolina, Illinois and Ohio.

This market has yet to be significantly penetrated. The

student's mobility as well as their unstable educational and

occupational aspiraticns imply great potential for military

recruiting efforts. Past studies have indicated that

members having pcstsecondary education experience lcwer

attrition rates than do their counterparts having less

education. With the right recruitment incentives and stra-

tegies (i.e. addressing students educational expectations

and occupational aspirations and financial needs) , this

market might be penetrated successfully (Ref. 16].
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.4 P. UADAGNIUT POLICY

Whereas each of the preceeding four elements of the

recruiting effectiveness model address the operational
performance and potential of the recruiting system, the

management policy element addresses crucial administrative
functions that provide the impetus for operational action.

Two particular aspects of the broad range of management
actions will be addressed; goal setting - quot.a, and reward
- reccgniticn. Using goal setting dscisions to focus organ-
izational activity, and reward - recognition actions to

identify and promote desirable recruiting behaviors, the
recruiting management (Headquarters level) can exercise
considerable control over the ultimate organizational
output.

Typically within the recruiting context goals, or

quotas, are thought of in terms of their operational impli-
caticn: statements of organizational manpower aspirations.
They are generally short term in nature, one month or one
year, and serve to direct recruiting behaviors in specific

directions. There is another side of the goal issue
however, that being the goal development decisions. In his
book Oar zaiona1 ~ffectiveness, A Behavioral View,

Richard M. Steers identifies a major ingredient of success
for a goal seeking crganization to be its ability -to "...

clearly define the specific nature of the goals and cbjec-
tives it wishes to pursue". He warns that the failure to
address goal specificity may allow lower level managers

unintended degrees of goal attainment discretion that can

lead to conflicting efforts and wasted energies [Ref. 17].
Applying this concept to recruiting, we might first seek to
clearly identify the qualitative as well as the qua rtitative
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manpower requirements. Secondly, we would review and eval-

uate the current goal setting mechanism, establishing -the

degree to which they actually transmit the specific desi-res

of management to the various lower levels of the recruin-ing

organization.

As important as is goal specificity, attention must

be shared with goal difficulty. Research has indicated that

performance is negatively affected when goals are perceived

to be impossible to attain. Similarly, when goal attainment

is perceived to be extremely easy, pezformanz- bscomes less

than efficient. To the extent that assigned goals are

perceived tc be moderately difficult and challenging,

performance will be positively affected. In combination,

the effect cf increasing both goal spacificity and goal
difficulty is the enhancement of subsequent task performance

(Ref. 18].
Having reviewed the development considerations ir

goal setting, it is useful to clarify the impact of goaling

* processes on the organizational output. A 1976 study for

the Naval Recruiting Command attempted to identify [Ref. 19]
whether changes in recruiting policies, specifically quota

assignment to recruiters, could significantly affect the

number of school eligibl. high school graduate (high mental

category) enlistments. To no one's grea-t surprise, the end

result identified the district quota as being "positively

and significantly related to the number of enlistments".

Having supporteu the obvious by analysis, the resultant

conclusicn identified the effect of guota as inhibi:tive to
production by its limiting of the numb.r cf anlistments.

When the authors combined this relationship with the

concepts of tarritorial potential and the quality dimension,
they identified several significant implications for manage-

ment goal setting. Recognizing that each recruiting

district varies greatly in its potential to produce high
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quality recruits, and observing that districts with !cw

quality pctential could very well have disproportionately

large pocis cf eligibles, one recommendation was to estab-

lish variable district quality requizements with regard -c

quota. The policy may provide that for a given guota, a

variable percentage of that quota should be upper mental

category recruits. for example, in a district where low

quality pctential exists (i.e., New Orleans), a low
requirement for high mental category recruits may be es-ab-

lished at maybe 55%, whereas in a district having greater
quality pctential (i.e. Boston), the high quality recrui-

requirement may be established at 70 to 80%. 4 policy of

this nature could serve to minimize the inhibiting effects
of quota as the military services recognize and attempt to

satisfy the concurrent demands of quality and quantity.
In an appendix to this study, the authors address

the determinants of black enlistments. The findings indi-

cate a strong postive relationship for "recruiter" and a
negative relationship for "quota". The conclusion drawn was

the:: 1) recruiters are necessary and valuable in "selling"
the Navy to blacks, and 2) when quotas go up, recruiters

become busier, have less time to "sell" to blacks and there-
fore intensify their efforts to recruit whites as it is

easier to locate high quality whites than to do so for

blacks.

It the absence of :ecognized laws of human behavior,

there is one type of behavior that approaches law: people

continue to do what they have been rewarded for doing. A

considerable oody of research exists which serves to demons-

trate the interrelaticnships between rewaz, .c--ivaticn and

performance. This research is inclusive of S.F. Skinner's
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(1971v 1953) positive reinfor1camect, and Lawler (1973) and

Vroom's (1964) expectancy theory waiich tell us that human

behavior can be shaped by the expectation o: a positive and

*desirable reward for some establi-,shed behavior [Ref. 20].

Perhaps because the concept of =awards is so basic

and veil recegnized, it has often been taken for granted and

ovariccked In organizational development. On ths occasion

when it dees receive cursory at-cention, as thzpoic maker

grapples with a evward system aad f--ins :hat one per-son's

reward is arncther person's punishment-, one con'mcr scl~Ution

has been to throw the baby out with the wash, purposely

avoiding a difficult issue. In spite of the dif ficult ies,

and tc take advantage of the obvious behavioral benefits,

careful thought should be given to identifying the desired

behavic: and to the development of in appropriate reward and

recognition system. In a well known practical application

* of Skinner's positive rsinforcement theories, Emery Air

Freight supervisors were taught to use positive reinforce-

ment as a management too!.. The company provIded more than

* 150 types of recognition and reward ran.ginzg from a simple

smile to detailed praise for extraordinary performance

(Ref. 21]. The reward and recognition actions are not all

expensive ncr do they all involve the outlay of cash.

In his paper "On the Polly of Rewarding A, ihils
Hoping For E*'1, Steven Kerr provides ai variety of' conterpc-

rary societal and business examples i.n which the behavicrs

being rawarded are thcse the rewarder1 is trying to
discourages, whilr! the desired behavi-ors ars not being

rewarded at all. in education, where society hopes that

teachers will not neglect their1 tzeaching :sspcnsi!bities_,

* rewards are based almost entirely on -the research and pub-

cation efforts that take them froia the classroom. Similarly

in spcrts, where the9 desired behav-::r -'a teamwork, -he

trophies -and awards generally go -to the play-ar with the mcst
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points or the greater number of hozeruns: individual acccr-
plishments. In the recruiting context, vhere the reward-

system, if 4t exists, focuses exclusively on quota at-lan-
ment, should there be surprise if the assumed aspirat-cn of
quality fails to be achieved? fr. Ke.r's recomm.datio.s

are for management to review and identify the behavicrs -,hat

are currently being revarded to ascertain the degree to
which those behaviors match the desired behaviors of the

orgarzaticn. When differences are found, positive and
affirma:ive action shonld be taken to change the rewa-d
system so that it will encourage a-d reinforce the desiral

behaviors [Ref. 22].

G. SURRINA

in building a model of recruiting effectiveness for an

organization having a quality objective, this literature
review cffers insight into the complexity of the recruiting

environment. This recruiting effectiveness model is useful
in that it divides this complex snvironment into individual
elements, identifying their relationship to the quality
objective. The research suggests that an eff activa

recruiting program is one that:
- clearly defines in specific terms its

goals and objectives,
- carefully selecting and traiin-g those

recruiters having the appropria-s personal
skills and abilities beneficial in at::acting
and enlisting the desirable applicants

- prudently selects, balances and allocates

its recruiting and advertising resources,
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-ap~otons its quota levels advantageously

Inl light of territorial differences, resourcs
allccat-Ion decisions and program

- goals and. ob jectives,
-and finally, maintains a capability
to monitor system performancea: recognizing,

prc+.ting and rewarding (thus shapi-Lqg) those
* human behaviors deemed beneficial to -.1-e

* achievement of prog:aa goals an'! objcives.

This review emphasizes that qualitI i's to-- in easy

objective to achieve in that the costs, ''r tarms of dollars

* and effort, are greater than those rejuiored for the achieve-

ment cf quantity alone. Similarly, achieving qual.ity

objectives requires greater management i4nvestments as

numerous macro-level decisions reqaire the consideration cfe
* and trade-off between. the various effactiveness elements.

These decisions caanct be effectively considered at t!:e

* lower levels. These research effozrs indicate that as

difficult as itmay be to define quality, and as complex as

the recruiting envircnnent may be, a quali.ty objective can
te achieved through ratiotal consileration of the elements
and objective oriented decision-2acing.
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111I. 110 CCAST GUAJRD RZCj~jQjGPRE

A. ONGANIZAIOI

The Ccast Guard recruiting mission is administered by

the Recruiting Division (G-PMR) of the Offics of Personnel

wi-thin Ccast Guard H-sadquarters In Washington, D.C. Divi-de d
into three bran ches: officer recruiting, enlistad rec-rut-ng

and advertising, the division's :espons-b-iJli-:ies include

publi.shing quotas, p:cviding recruit.ng guidance :o the

district commanders, and serving as a coordizat-ing poi-nt

Within Headquarters for all matters affectina recruitment of

military personnel.

* As depicted in Figure 3.1, the Coast Guard is admin-

tratively and operationally divided into twelve Districts,
w *thin which six-itY-seven recruiting offices are locamed. At

each district office, the Silitary Personnel Recruiting

branch (Eur) supervises the conduct of t16he ealisted

recruiting program within Its boundries by coordirating the

activities of the individual recru-iting offices."' Although
there are currently vc active recruiting detachments,' 2 the

organization does have a provision illowing these offices to

serve as sub-unit,.s of established recruiting offices. At1

current manning levels, the organization is supported by 24$3

recruiting billets.
Although not a fcrmal element of the recruiting crgani-

zation, Training Center Cape May, l.ocated in Cape 3ay, 3ew

Jersey, is the single racruit training center. In Februa~y

of 1982,, as a result of FY-82 budget reductions, the second

* - "The Saventeen-th District processes its one guota par
quarter through the Thirteenth District (pair) as it doet not
staff a recruiting program.

12The result of FY-82 budget reduction atosI 45
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recruit training center, Training Center Alameda, was o--a-
nently closed. The reduction to one training center,
complicated by barracks structural problems at Cape May, has

introduced a new variable, maximum training ceiling, into
the manpower planning process. Having illustrated the rela-
tionship between quality (education attained and mental

aptitude) and recruit training attrltion in Table II, and
Table IV, this factor alone suggest benefits to be obtained

from id.ntifying quality prior to enlistment. Clearly low

quality requires greater training capacity.

B. OBJECTIVES

The recruiting prcgrams's mission suggests three central

objectives: 1) "...recruit qualified enlisted personnel...",
2) "...in sufficient numbers...", and 3) "...the proportion

of minority members...". In addition to these, and perhaps
less central in that it receives less explicit attantion
throughout the program, is a fourth objective, that being
the recruitment of "...the best qualified personnel avai-
lable" (ef. 23]. Fcr clarification parposes with respect
to the first and fourth objective, the f:rst objec-.ive,

recruiting gual faej personnel, serves only a (0) or a (1)
purpose, insuring that each applicant clearly does or does

not meet the minimum enlistment standards. In the fourth

objective however, the scale is a continuous onc suggesting
that while quality may have no explicit definition, Cf those

minimally qualified, cnly the bes .11i_ fid will be

selected.

C. GOAL SETTING - QUOTI

The annual determination of enlisted manpower requirs-

ments is initiated within the Enlisted Personnel Divisicn

(G-PE) of the Office of Personnel. Prior to the beginning
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of each fiscal year, the Programs Branch (G-PE-&) geneaa-ls

the enlisted Military Employment Capability Plan (IECP)

identifying anticipated personnel transition flows. 0On z

utilizaticn of this Flan, exhibited in Figure 3.2. is -o

identify the number cf recruits required to aaintain the
maximu, authorized enlisted strength. 1 3 Having identified
this quantitative limension of the manpower requirements,

this number is transmitted to the Recruiting Divisicn where
it becomes, with no specifiel qualitative parameters, the

Arecruiting goal for the upcoming fiscal y=-ar. Subsz:quent

iterations of the MECP are conducted to insurs that target,
4 but ne more than target, strength willI be aclaieved.

Vithim the Recruiting Division, several factors are
considered as this annual goal is transformed into monthly
district recruiting quotas. Among these considerations are:

- a desire to level-load the arrival of recruits
to the training center

- the need to peak-load the traliing center

- maiztenance of an equal production requirement
for each recruiter

- allow for a light quota during the month of December

- the Commandant's policy seeking a 20% minority

proportion in recruits.

These factors considered, of the total annual require-
ment (5474 for FY-83), 220 are designated for the mcnth of

December with the remainder being equally distributed
through the remaining eleven months. Having leveloped the

service-wide monthly quotas,, each district's quota is appcr-
tioned by calculating its number of racruiters as a

percentage of the total number of recruiters. For example,

if the system-wide .cnthly quota is determined to be 460,

4 klthou h 4-herea are C~ngressior.4lly. appr :ved manpower
ceil ngs acqual strength Is tha t'which is approved by the
Office of Management and Budget (0MB).
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and the First District has 24 recruiters from the

syst-em-wide 243 (10%), their quota fcr the month will bq 46

recruits (10%).

In publishing the monthly quota for sach district, a
portion of that quota is identified as the minority goal.
To determine the appcrtionuent of the monthly minority goal

to the districts, the Recruiting Division refers to annual

demographic surveys cbtained from the Recruit Market
Network. The survey reports identify the minoity popula-
tions withir a fifty mile radius of each recruiting office.

With these minority population breakdowns, each distric t
receives a minority quota in proportion to the minority

composition of their recruiting areas. (The demographic
reports identify an area's minority composition in gross

numbers cnly. The report does not provide composition by
education level, age, sex, propensity to enlist, or any

other variable.)
Once received at the district level, the quota and the

minority goal are again apportioned among the individual

rec ruiting offices. Although each district has considerahle*
discretion in devising the methodology for goal-setting, the

normal method is to evenly dlistributs the quota on the basis
of the number of recruiters assigned -o each recruiting

office.

Throughout the goal-setting process, f-om initial devel-

opment (G-PE-4) to the operational level (recruiting
offices), the qucta is expressed ONLY in its quantitative
dimension. While there is the underlying premise that each
quota be filled by a "qualified" individual, and there are
expectations that they will be filled by "...the best quali-

fred perscnnel available...", there are no explicit
definitions of any standard of "qual'ty" above that of the

minimum enlistment standards.
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D. QUALITY COSIDBRITIONS

In seeking to acccmplish its mission to recruit quali-

fied enlisted personnel, the recruiting program addresses

quality through two mechanisms: enlistment standards and

"selective recruiting".

The Coast Guard Recruiting Manual (COMDTINST

M1100.2) identifies for the recruiter -he minimum eligi-

bility requirements fcr an individual aspiring to enlist
into the Coast Guard. These minimum requirements primarily

seek to identify "adequate intelligence, a sense of respon-

sibility, gcod moral character and a meeting of physical

requirements". These are the individual characteristics
that the recruiter is to attempt to identify. To do so, the

requirements are divided into six elements: age, citizen-
ship, character, mental requirements, physical requirements

and dependents. Each of these elements will be addressed in
such a manner as to detail the Coast Guard requirements or

li.itat.icns.

a. Age

The acceptable age for enlistment of a non-prior

service individual is less than 26 years of age but not less
than 17. Applicants who are 17 years old require parental
consent prior to enlistment. ?or an individual having prior

active mili-:ary service, including :oast Guard, and the

enlistment is authorized at pay grade E-4 or higher, the age

mus- be less than 35. Similarly, if -the prior service
enlistment is authorized at ths pay grade of E-3 or below,

the individual must be less than 33 years of age.
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In effecting an enlistment within the Coast

Guard, the individual is responsible for providing cor.c.u-
sive proof of the date of birth, place of birth and :c~er

legal name. Procedures supported by standard form

processing are available to the recruiter should it be

necessary tc verify the birth information.

b. Citizenship

Generally only United Stataes citizens or

nationals are eligible for enlistment within the Coast

Guard. The applicants are required tc provide posirive
prcof that they are citizens or nationals. In -he case of a

naturalized citizen, naturalization certificates are

required.

The Commandant may authorize the enlistment of

immigrant aliens provided they have been admitted for perma-
nent residence. These individuals must meet all normal

requirements as well as those specifically required for

immigrant aliens.

' c. Character

In an effort to establish the degree of an

applicant's moral character, Coast uard recruiters rely

primarily on individual references, police record checks

(where allowable), the applicant's personal statements and

the -ecruit.r's perscnal observations. Character references

are required from all applicants. Using a s-andari forM,

the recruiter mails or personally obt.ains references fr-cm
each schccl attended in the past three ysars as well as each

employer of the thrae past years. In addition -to these,

three personal, or other applicant sugges-tad r.f.rences ar =

obtained. Beferences exclusively from relatives or close.
Sfriends alore are unacceptaLLe.
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Evidence of the applicant's involvement with
.4 civil authorities raises caution flags regarding the appli-

cant's moral character but does not automatically prcviJ.e

cause for rejection. Where not hampered by state laws,

recruiters use a standard form to obtain police record

checks from every city, town and county in the United States

in which the applicant has resided since his/her sixteenth

birthday, or the last five years, whichever is the latest

pericd. The Recruiting Manual provides a de-ailed -temiza-

tion of factors that contribute to the ineligibility ot in

applicant. The manual allows that individuals convictsd of

"minor offenses", as investigated by the :ecruiting officer,

may be enlisted provided a determination is made that the

individual is fit for sqrvice in the Coast Guard.

The recruiter is encouraged to consider his/her

personal appraisal of the applicant's moral character.

Through a visit to the applicant's home or following the

enlistment interview and personal interaction, the recrui-

ter's judgemeat is a crucial determinant in identifying

desirable mcral character.

d. Mental Requirements

The Coast Guard requires that each applicant be

a high school graduate or possess a high school GED certifi-

cate prior to the date of enlistment. In -he case of a high

school senior enlisting in the Delayed Entry Program (DEP),

failure to graduate results in a discharge fr:m the DEP.

Additionally, each applicant, including t-hose with prior

military service, must successfully complete an entrance

qualificaticn examination. As of 1 February 1983, the Coast

Guard joined with the DOD services in the utilization of -he
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ASVAB for enlistment qualification. The minimum guali' _ying

score on the AFQT composite is 401

e. Physical Requirements

Applicants for enlistment must meet the physIcal

standards as outlined in the nedical Manual (COLIDTINST

M6000.1). in assessing the aplicant's physical ccndi.ticn

relative to these standards, three levels of :eview arez

utilized. in the first, the recruiter condact:s an informal

screening of the appli-cant it order to det-ect- ar~y grcss

physical defects that would obviously ressult in :ejecticn.

In the second review, a pre-enlistment physical is admin~is-
tered by a local contract physician or personnel located at

a DOD Military Enlistment Processing Station (MEPS). The

resulting physical is reviewed by the recruiter as well asI at the district level in an effort :o deltect an-y physical
def iciencies. After successfully passing these two rsvisws,

the individual is enlisted in the Caast Guard and transfered

* to the recru4* training center where the final review is

conducted. Prior to the recruit departing the recruJ&i ing

office, be/she is made aware the the training center

physical MUST be passed prior to being permitted to enter

recruit training.

f. Dependents

The number o'16 dependents an applicant may havze

is contingent upon the pay grade into whi-ch the esrStment

q.is made. Generally, unmarried applicant's shz-uld be vanen-
cumbered, though it is permissable :o contribute to th~e

financial support of no more than two indiduals it the

permananent legal custcdy of another adult. Applicants

14Thjs minimum ualifi0cation sc;)re in terms of mental
catg cr r~preen a 'c-cre t-en polits below the Ca-.egcry'
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enlisting into the E-1 thra E-3 pay grades are permi--td two

dependents whereas those enlisting into the E-4 and abovs

are permitted three.

Inclusive within ths ..quirements erementIs

the recruiter's review of the applicant's Statement of

Financial Obligatoin/Wife's Consent form. Relative to the

potantial income of a recruit, indication of excassive

indebtedness requies a review and approval by -he district

commandar (p) prior tc enlistment. Additionally, married
applicants must obtain a signed statement from their spouse

indicating an understanding and agreement to the enlistment

contract that their spouse is about to enter.

2. seejAj Lr

Recognizing that the recruiting quotas deal strictly

in numbers, the recruiting organization seeks to fill those
numbers with quality individuals through the concept of

"selective recruiting". This concept clearly states that
although an applicant may meet or exceed each and every

minimum requirement, he/she is NOT automatically entitled to

enlist. The recruite, based on his or her service experi-

ence, p.rception of the current and projected service needs,

and understanding of the recruiting environment must give

consideration to the manner in which the applicant's quali-

fications blend together. This emphasis on the "whole

person" evaluation forms the primary basis of identifying
"quall-.y" witin the Coast Guard rcraiting program.

3.

In considering both the enlistment standards and the

concept of selective recruiting, ths Coast Guard expresses

both an explicit set of minimum standards and a stated

desire to select quality individuals. To a degree, the

minimum standards assist selective :ecrui-ing in that they
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clearly identify the rejects from those that are accep-.abl-.

However, in operationalizing the personally subject.ive s-an-

dards implied in the "whole man" evaluation, the Coast Guard
itself becomes captive to more than two-hundred levels of

perscnal experience, perceptions of service needs and evalu-

ations of the recruiting environment. It is unclear within
the recruitIng organization whether this level of discretion

and ambiguity in defining quality exist by design cr by

default.

E. RCOGITIDN - REARD

Withir the recruiting program, as promulgated by the9

Recruiting Manual, there are no policies or guidance with

respect to a positive recognition or reward system.

Although prior to 1975 the Recruiting Division did conduct a

Recruiter-of-the-Year competition, it was discontinued when

4t was determined that there were insufficien-t valid

measures indicating superior performance. Currently each

individual district, when cognizant of superior recruiting

performance, can freely pursue -he established Coast Guard

procedures for re-cognizing and rewarding that individual.

P. EVALUATION AND CCHTROL

The primary perfcrmance and output evaluation and

control instrument utilized throughout the recruiting organ-
iza:icn is the Monthly Report of Recruiting Activity

(CG-2957). Initiated by every recruiting office on the last

day of each month, the, -the report is forward-d to the

district offie (per) where, in consolidated form, each

recruiting office's performance is evaluated for Jts cont:i-
buticn to the assigned district's luotas and goals. By no
later than the fifth day of each month, these 1istrict
reports are forwarded to the Recruilting Division where,
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again in consolidated form, program-wide performance is
monitored and evaluated ralative to its organizational goals

and objectives.
Inclusive of both the regular and reserve enlisted

programs, this report comprehensively tracks recrui-ting

efforts by identifying applicant transitional flows. Th
information included in the repcrt Is depicted in Table

VII.

TABLE VIII
cuthly Report of Recruiting Activities

* Number of new, canceled and rejected applicants

- identification of reason for rejection
* Number of recruits
* Number of non-rate and petty officer enlistments

* Size of the waiting list
* Quota and percentage obtained
* Number of ap licants being processed but not appearing

on the waitigg list
* Number of women enlisted
* minority goal assigned and percentage obtained

- breakdown by minority group

- number that are school qualified
* Delayed Enlistment Program (DEP) schedul-d by month
* Number of recruiters assigned

- number of minority recruiters assigned

In addition to the historical data provided by the docu-
mentation of program performance, -he onthly report serves
as a valuable maragement -ool as It i-ntifies areas of
weakness and forms a base from which -trend analyses can be

perfcrmed. Quantitative in form and content, the elemen-ts
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of this rapcrt reflect both the primary program objec-.-vz

(quota and minority goal attainment), and a fiture supply
oriented concern (waiting list and applicant growth rate)

if the recruiting division were to rely solsy apon -his
monthly report for performance monitoring, it would experi-
ence time related evaluation and planning difficulties in
that the report is not received until mid-mont-h. Operating

on a monthly quota cycle, there is an informa-ion need

earlier in the planning process. Addressing the infc-ma-

tional need, each district (pmr) is tasked to submit a

Recruiting Progress Report, ir. message form, on the last
working day of the mcnth. The report provides informa-tion

similar to that contained in the monthly activities report:
* total regular enlistments

- number of minority and women included
* total reserve enlistments (RP and RK)

- number of minority and women included

* total other reserve enlistments

- number of minority included.

At year's end, the twelve month.y reports are summed to
produce the Recapitualtion of Regular Recruiting Activities.
Compiled within the Recruiting Division, this report,
depicted in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4., serves as a synopsis

of the year's recruiting activities as it includes both the

regular and reserve enlisted programs. The report is dise-

minated thrcughout the recruiting organization as a

performance reporting document. To some extent, the reaport

does offer a representation of program effectivensss as i:

dces include both qucta/goal and performance lata.

Whereas the above reports allow for the monit.oring of

the enlistment of appropriate numbers of individuals, onq
other report allows for the monitoring of recruit perfor-

mance in recruit training. Once weekly, Training Center
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ff COAST GUARD
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- - 1 - 2

on mm aws OFWnWl

inn . muam m. Asmzn

1 25 507 1.69 423 424 35 100.2 19 23 5.4

2 31 723 1.94 583 588 66 100.9 69 167 28.4

3 34 722 1.77 586 587 54 100.2 93 134 22.8

5 27 624 1.93 56 520 66 100.8 125 117 22.5

7 25 620 2.07 486 490 66 100.8 153 188 38.4

1 26 663 2.13 513 518 53 101.0 155 187 36.1

* 21 56 2.25 434 435 45 100.2 72 79 18.2

11 17 364 1.76 301 101 33 100.0 52 53 17.6

12 17 439 2.15 323 329 32 101.9 50 50 15.2

13 19 404 1.77 288 291 32 101.0 18 17 5.8

14 1 40 3.33 13 14 2 107.? -

- - -

V 243 5674 1.95 4466 4497 486 100.7 806 2015 22.6

qir 1 in GA MACZ 828 Sr. J 243 ONEW 36 A MOM M0

m ~ u "Mm. .. u

4 2 69 124 49 30 95 25

93.53 1.53 .53 1.07 .67 2.11 .56

Figure 3.3 Recapitulation of Recruiting Activities
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Cape say cogpiles and publishes the Weekly Training Rapo-:

(CG-3696) identifying those individuals d;scharged pricr to
the ccmpleticn of training. Identifying --ach recruit by

name, the report provides the name of the recruiting office
processing the enlistment as well as the reascn for disc-
harge. Altkough provided weekly to the Racruiting Division

and to the districts, no specific actions are generated by
the report. &t the Recruiting Division level, the reports
are consolidated at the end of the fiscal year and utilized
in the planning process. Vithin the disti cts, although is

is assumed that they are used appropriately, actual use
ranges fro a detailed review to a casual glance.

In addition to the bottom-up reports, there is consider-
able informal, tuo-way communications between the varicus
organizaticral levels as waivers are processed, policies are

clarified and problems aze solved. Though the frequency cf
these communications varies, it does offer opportuniti-s for
evaluating program performance on an informal basis.

G. ADVERTISING - ARIEKTING

The advertising and marketing efforts in support of the
enlisted recruiting program is administered by the
Advertising Branch (G-PHR-4). Divided into -wo primary

media groups, electronic and print, the Branch utilizes a

variety of media sources: radio, tel-vision, national maga-
zines college newspapers and direct mail. With both media
groups, the Advertising Branch is assisted in the technical,
creative and implementation areas by a contrac-ted axternal
advertising agency and a contracted fulfillment house.

Within the electronic media group, at least one new
television spot commercial is developed each fiscal year.

This n9ew spot, in addition to those previously produced, is
distributed annually to each of the three na-tional networks,
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two cable outlets (CNN and TVS), and the 500 largest local

broadcasting sta-ions. Additionally several radio ccmme:-

cials, of both 30 and 60 second duration, are producel end

given a similarly wide distribution. Due primarily to the

S restrictive budgetary resources,'5 the electronic media

advertising effort is dependent largely upon the generosity

of broadcasters in using Coast Guard commercials for public
service arncuncement material. During PY-82, the Coast

Guard DID NCT purchase radio or televesion air time. In

that same time period however, after incurring $120,000 in

producticn and distribution costs, data derived from th .

Broadcast Advertiser's Report indicated that the Ccast Guard

received a dollar equivalent value of public service air
time in excess of $3.9 million.'0

The greatest single portion of the advertising budget

(32% for FY-82) is reserved for the print media as its cost
par lead falls more into line with the budgetary const-

raints. Additionally, a careful selection of appropriate

national magazines and college newspapers allows for greater
focusing of the advertising effort on targeted segments of

the population. As the Coast Guard is experiencing a

healthy general recruiting environment, these advertising

efforts are being directed to the most significant area of
need: minority and female recruiting. Accordingly, magazine
advertising for these groups utilize: Essence, Seventeen,

Business World Women, Jet, Ebony, Selecciones and Nuestro.
In an effort to measure the number of leads generated,

and to approximate a measure of effectiveness for the adve:-
tising efforts, two forms of data :ollection are available.

In the first, for each applicant who actually enlists, cr

1STh,. PY-82 Coast Guard enlisted r-acruitiq adver-.isinq
budgeto . $6 8,000 can be compared -to that of.1avy (312.1 2,
Army ($57. ), Air Force ($7.5 ) ani 2a-ine (310.2 ).

'*The re-ort applies to .elevisicn advertising only, and
does nct include caole network air t-me.
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begins processing and becomes a "canceled applicant", an
pplicant/Enlistee Profile Questionnnaire (CG-5060) is
completed by the recruiter. One item of this form, labeled

"How initial contact was developed", is intended to indicate

the primary medium of Coast Guard information that stimu-
lated the applicant's desire to contact a recruiter.
Although designed to gather useful information, historical

data indicates that the form is not a reliable measure of
advertising effort.

For the second data collection method, ths- Coast Guard

has ccntracted for an "800" telephone service. The "800"
number appears in each form of advertising and is monitored
continuously by perscnnel trained to obtain profile data
from each respondent. While this method does identify a
porticn of the leads developed by each media source (more

than 30,000 in FY-82), and it does allow for the follow-up

distribution of applicant literature, it does not provide
sufficient data to measure advertising effectiveness.
Recording only the "800" users, and lacking supportive,
reliable information from the recruiting offices, there is
considerable potential for the miscalculation of the alver-

tising impact. The recruiting program does not have
sufficient resources (budgetary, personnel or technology) to
identify leads by source, quality or final disposition.
Lacking the data capturing and analyzing ability, the eff .c-
tiveness cf the advertising effort is largely unknown.

N. RBCRUITIRS

The recruiting manual clearly iden-ifies the recruite:

as " ... the most important element of the recruiting

program." As such, considerable care and effort are devoted
to the ccprehensive screening and selection process. The.
selection process is initiated by the recruiter himself as
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each *ember of the Ccast Guard recruiting strength is

volunteer."? The availability of recruiting billets is

advertised within the Coast Guard through the Commandant's
Bulletin and other mediums. Within many districts, the

district recruiting personnel actively seek to identify and

recruit their own recruiters.
During the initial screening conducted within the

Enlisted Assigaents Eranch of the Office of Personnel
(G-PE-5), the applicant's personnel file Is reviewed so as
to identify positive performance svaluations, a desirable
career pettern and a favorable endorsement by the appli-

cant's Ccmmanding Officer. Upon satisfac-ory completion of
this initial screening, an applicant interview with with the
appropriate district recruiting staff is authorized.

Additionally, in conjuaction with the applicant interview, a
structured interview following a standard format, the 16-PP
personality profile examination is administered. During the

interview itself, and with each subsequent content review,

the process seeks to identify the applicant's level of moti-
vation, attitude, communications ability, professional

competence, personal confidence and adaptability to the
unique out-of-rate demands of recruiting duty. Upon a posi-

tive review by the district staff, the Recruiting Division

and the Enlisted Personnel Division, the individual is avai-
lable fcr assignment to recruiting duty.

Formal recruiter training is accomplished during a three

week comprehensive ccurse conducted at Training Center

Govenor's Island, New York. In addition to thoroughly

reviewing each chapter of the Recruiting Manual, r-.cruitars
receive training in salesmanship, public speaking, telephcne
sales techniques and interviewing skills. In defining the

organizational expectations with regard -to recruiter prcduc-

'?as of 28 Febuar, 217 of the 243 recruiting billets
were filled, 25% with h nority recruiters.
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tion, twc criteria are emphasized: quota/goal and "e!ct-ive -

recruiting". The instruction identifies "selective

recruiting" as the recommended quality analysis technigue.
The instruction recommends that recruiters respond -to a "gut
reaction" in appraising an applicant's appearance, attitude

and general demeanor. Using this technique, the ultimate

test of an applicant's potential is found in the recruiter's

response to the question "Would I watt to serve with this

person?". Throughout the course of instruction, recruiters
are encouraged to be "selective" in the filling of their
quotas.

In allocating recruiter resources, the Coast Guard dces

not attempt to canvas the entire United States. Rather,
considering the number of recruiters, the goal is to cover

the major popilation centers, concentrating on the surburban
areas where possible. Given the district boundries depicted

in Figure 3.1, the number of recruitiers assigned within
each district district's are listed in Table IX.

The number of recruiters assigned to each district is a
significant element cf the r.cruiting program as it is th .

primary determinant in assigning monthly quota. While there
is no current algorithm fot the allocation of recruiter

resources, it is apparent that an areas total and minority

population characteristics are given considerable weight.
As was the case in determining the minority goal appcrtion-
ments, the population numbers utilized are devoid of the
qualitative element. The Recruiting Manual currently tasks
each district commander to review biennially his recruiting

office locations and staffing levels to ensure their mcst

effective utilization. Additionally, the biennial report
reviews the validity of assigning quotas based Primarily

ILFY-82 Recapitulation of Recruiting Activities.
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T ABLE IX

Allocaticn of Recruiters by District

2, c efaQ_ a.e. Es Number of Recruiters

First - Bcston, Ma. 25

Seccnd - St. Louis, So. 31

Third - New York, N.Y. 34

Fifth - Pc.tsmouth, Va. 27

Seventh - Miami, Fl. 25

Eighth - New Orleans, La. 26

Nin.h - Cleveland, Oh. 21

Eleventh - Lcng Beach, Ca. 17

Twelfth - San Francisco, Ca. 17

Thirteenth - Seattle, Va. 19

Fourteenth - Honolulu, Hi. 1

upon the number cf authorized recruiters. Due on 1 April of

each cdd calendar year, the first series of :eviews are

currently being completed.
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IV. DISCUSSION

The opening chapter of this thesis introduced the

evolving demand for quality personnel as a result of th.

Coast Guard's increasing employment of advanced technolcgy.

Similarly, the Coast Guard' s historica performance in

attracting quality personnel was reviewed, as was current

recruit training and '' school performance trends. In

comparing the trends in quality supply versus the antici-

pated demand, it was evident that without organizational

change, the increasing demand for quality would not be

attained. This trend did not escape notice by the

Comaandant as significant organizational changes were imple-

mented (i.e. elevated mental aptitude enlistment standards;

impositicn cf a scholastic enlistment requirement and the

development of the Education Enrichment Program).

Significant as these changes are, there remains considerable

room for consideration of the quality demands. After iden-

tifying numerous alternatives for achieving quality

objectives, an input/control strategy implemented by the

recruiting program was identified as the mos-t effective.

This alternative proposes that quality considerations be

explicitly stated as front end objec:ives in manpower plan-

ning (addressed in the recruiting process) , rather -than

after-the-fact training objectives for individuals that have

become a part of the system.

The first chapter recognizes the "fuzziness" surrounding

the term quality and thus seeks to sharpen its meaning by
introducing two representative measures: education attain-
men: and mental aptitude. Representa-ive of an indiviiual's
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aptitude, attitude and ability, these two proxies for

quality provide recruiters with tangible screening elemen-:s

and offer the recruit.ing organizaeion valid and reliah!--

indicators of expected individual performance.
Although attainment of quality objectives may ssem

straightforward, those persons laboring within the
recruiting program recognize the maay complexities involved.

The second chapter, hy Aividing the recruiting process into
singular elements, attempts to add order and direction tc

the quest for quality. Through a review of current
recruiting literature, the chapter links various elements of

the recruiting program to the enhancement of recruiting
effectiveness and the achievement of quality objectives.

The literature review creates a model for viewitg the
recruiting program at two organizational stages: planning

and implementation. considering first the planning stage,
the research is suggestive of two precepts common to a

quality oriented recruiting program: 1) success in
* addressing the quality dimension can be achieved ONLY when

an organization develops an ability to defi-e clearly and
specifically its quality objectives, and 2) each recruiting
territory has an inherent potential for generating appli-
cants. Accepting these two precepts, the effective

organizaticn proceeds through the planning s-tage:
- carefully selecting and training recruiters who

posses the skills and abilities necessary for
attracting desirable applicants

- prudently selecting, balancing and allocating
limited recruiter and adver-ising resources

- effectually apportioning goals and guotas based
on a district's unique potential for generating
quality applicants, and

- anticipating program adjustments to result from
an objective based evaluation and control system.
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During the iipleuentazion stage, the literaturs review
suggests four essential steps to the effective accomplish-

ment of quality objectives:
- clearly and specifically define both quality

and quantity objectives
- transform those objectives into challenging,

yet attainable, quotas and goals
- formulate an evaluation/cont-ol systam

consisting cf measures clearly iientifiable
wi+.h each program objective, and

- recognize, promote and reward (thus shape)

those human behaviors beneficial to

objective accomplishment.

Though seperate for discussion purposes, the planning and

implementation stages function simultaneously within th--
dynamic recruiting program, each stage ccmplemsn:ary to -he
c-her.

Following the literature review, the existing Coast
Guar=d recruiting program is described in terms of its organ-

ization, objectives and management policies. After
rev".ewing both the goal setting and performance evaluation
processes in some detail, it became evident that the
recruiting frogram seemed to consider primarily the quanti-
tative dimension. From the initial goal det--mination,

external to the recruiting program, to ultimate performance
summary (Recapitualt ion of Regular Recruiting Activities),

primary attention is focused upon quota attainment and
minority goal accomplishment at all organizational levels.

Although the quality dimension is not comprehensively
defined within the recruiting program, the program does not

operate in complete absence of quality ccnsiderations. The
Recruiting manual specifically provides recruitsrs with
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enlistment standards containing the minimum quality detqm--i-

nants. Additionally, through the concept of "selective

recruiting", recruiters are encouraged to be selective in

their fu!fillment of quota obligations.

As the chapter points out, this overemphasis upon quan-

tity should not be interpreted as a unilateral, cognitive

decision on the part of the recruiting division. Clearly

the recruiting division is responding to the performance

measures and program cbjectives established by the Office of

Personnel (G-P). Whereas the literature =aview identifies

that the guest for quality requires comprehensive program

objectives, the annual recruiting goal is determined and

assigned to the recruiting division lacking in absence of

the quality dimension. Hence that goal is transformed to

the monthly quotas and passed to the districts in a similar

manner. similarly, while the literature review indicates

that effort will be expended in those areas subject to

performance measuring, the recruiting divisions performance

measures lie narrowly within the quantity dimension. Hsnce

when district recruiting performance is measured, it is done

so in a similar, quantity oriented manna:. Again, while the
literature review clearly identifies quality recruiting as

requiring additional recruiter and advertising r-esources,

the recruiting divisicn experienced budgetary and personnel

losses during FY-82. Accordingly, these losses were appor-
tioned throughout the recruiting program. Achievement of

the quality objectives thus requires support from the Office

of Personnel to the recruiting division as well as from the
recruiting division to the district and recruiting offices.

Having presented the earlier chapters to identify a

problem (quality dimension) , present a theoretical base for

discussicn (literature review), and cutline the boundry for

action (recruiting program), this cha-er will synthesize

these elements by resolving -this primary question: How

effective is the current recruiting program?
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B. IPPECTIVEUSS EVILUATIOI

Recruiting effectiveness has been introduced as on-

criteria commonly utilized for evaluating a program's
performance. As defitned, a level of effectiveness S deter-

mined by comparing a program's outputs with its stated

objectives along the quantitative and qualitative dimen-
sions. A program is said to be effective to the extent that
izs objectives are achieved. Therefore, in orler to iden-

tify the Coast Guard recruiting program's level of

effectiveness, we must identify both the units of output,
the specific objectives to be achieved and methods for oper-
aticnalizing each.

Recruiting program outputs are generally expressed in
terms of the characteristics of those individuals processed

within the program as either rejected or accapted appli-
cants. For the purpcses of this evaluation, effectiveness

will he measured by considering only those applicants

accepted within the PY-82 recruiting year. By reviewing the

recruiting division's evaluation and control instrument, the
Monthly Report of Recruiting Activities, Table VIII, and the

Recapitulation of Regular Recruiting Activities, Figure 3.3,
and Figure 3.4, three program output measures are identi-

fied: 1) Total Enlistments, 2) Female Enlistments, and 3)

minority Enlistments. As previously noted, total enlist-

ments (quota) and minority enlistments (minority goal) are
broadly reccgnized within the recruiting organization as the

most important performance measures.
Four program objectives have been identified: 1) quali-

fied enlisted personnel, 2) sufficient numbers, 3) mincrity
proportion, and 4) best qualified available. Through irter-
views with Enlisted Recruiting Supervisors (see Table VI),

common understanding and broad acceptance of the first three

objectives was evident. With regard to -he fourth objective.
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however, considerable differences were3 noted as to the defi-
nition, or existence, of a "best-quallfied" objective. of
these four objectives,, the second and third are ciear-=-y

quantitative in nature, while the first and fourth are
qualitative.

1. Cuatiatve Dieniot

To consider first effectiveness in the quantitative
dimension, program outputs (Figure 3.3) are compared t:o the

second and third objectives respecrively, suffi-cient zumbers
and viflcrty representativeness. From thi,;s comparison it is
evident with both objectives that program performance
exceeded expectat-ions as quota accomplished was 100.7% and
the total minority enlisted exceeded goal by 26%. Viewing
the data in greater detail# the performance of each district
appears to follow similarly desirable patterns as each met
or exceeded the assigned total enlistmen-t quota azd seven of
ten not cr e~eeded their assigned minority goal. Looking
beyond the stated objectives by reviewing Figure 3.54, it

appears that recruiters have been somewhat selective in
filling their quotas as the number of rejections is twice
the number of accepted applicants. Similarly, Figure 3.54 is
indicative of a healthy recruiting program as the end-of-
year waiting list is representative of a three month supply

for enlistment s.
By comparing the recruiting program's quantitative

output, as defined by the existing program perfortance
measures, vwith the quantitative object~ves, it is apparet
that a significant level of effectiveness has been achievea.

a. Limitaticns

When reviewing the data points (located in the
monthly report and the recapitualti.-n) that %re u-t4iized fcr
the quantitative effectiveness detezzinati-on, two questions
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need be asked: 1) "Dces it provide data sufficient for -h

evaluation of each objective?" and 2) "Is this repcrt

sufficiently descriptive of recruiting program perfrmance?"
If both arswers are in the affirmative, we should be sa-is-

fied with the aforementioned effectiveness evaluation and

proceed no further. If either answer is in the naga*tive,
further investigation would be desirable.

In answer to the first question, the existing
performance measures clearly lack the 4ualitativ. data

required to support an evaluation of -he fJ_- and fcurth

objectives (qualifiad and best-qualified). This point will

be addreassed in detail in the following section.
Viewing the second question in the context of

current recruiting performance measures, the data appear
quite sufficient in a quantitative sense, however there Is

one limitation. At the current time, the recruiting divi-

sion's organizational responsibilities extend only to the
front gate cf the recruit training center. The task of the

racruiting division is to provide sufficient numbers to the
training center, hence the perfcrmance measures extend just

to the recruit's arrival at the training cant-r. As a

result, the recruiting division's responsibilities and
performance measures are absent from any consideration of

the survivability of recruits through recruit training. Of
the five Military recruiting programs, the Coast Guard's is

the only cne that systematically excludes recruit attrition

from recruiting performance evaluation considerations.
Within the DOD se.rvlicg.s, recruit attriticn is a determinant
factor in program and individual recruiting p-rformance.

These services have apparently recognized that a recruiting

program experiencing a 95% output survivability is a more

effect ve pzcgram than one having only :n 81. survivab-.'Iit- y

rate .
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The cbvicus objection to the inclusion cf
survival data into the evaluation base resides in the fac:

that recruit survival is a function of numerous variables
beyond the limited control of the recruiting program. While

this is a basically scund argument and is partially

supported by the FY-82 data shown in Table X., it dces not
absolve the recruiting program of limited responsibility nor
does it lessen the budgetary impact of a -eczuit training

TABLE I
Cause Factors for Recruit Discharge

use cFact Numbe; Discara2j Percent Discharged

Medical 272 41.8

Refused Training 225 34.6

Emotional Problem 67 10.3

Academic Deficiency 40 6.1

Swimming 32 4.9

Pregnancy 9 1.4

Other 6 1.1
651 100.0

attrition rate exceeding 18%. For that portion of attrition

controllable within the recruiting program, -the recruiting
division shculd harbor concern and react in a supportive and

aggressive manner in reducing recruit attrition.

At the prssent time, Tr-aining Center Cape May
provides the recruiting division and each recruiting
district office with a weekly Recruit Discharge Log. The
log provides information on each discharged recruit: name,
date of discharge, reason for discharge and the indivilual's
-ecruit-ing cffice. The recruiting division's expec-tations
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are that the valuable management tool will be used as such

by the districts in concerted effors to reduce attri-ticn.
In actual practice however, enlisted supervisor's responses
to interviews indicated that the log's usage ranges from nil

to a detailed identification of the circumstances
surrounding a non-medical discharge. While identifying the

reasons for ths non-use or limited use, it became cbvious

that the districts ccnsidered the generation of the log to

be cut of training center interest rather than the
recruiting division. At the district level, this translated

into a perceived lack of interest by the recruiting div:-
sion. Further, when districts do use the log, they do sc on

a weekly basis and therefore do not have a strong awareness

of their annual attrition rate. When questioned, each

supervisor consistently underestimated the annual a-triticn

rate experienced by his district for FY-82. Lacking rhe
identificaticn of recruit attrition as a performance measure

and a problem area, concern is not universally shared by

those capable of reducing it.

This attitude should not be surprising as i is
an illustration cf Steven Kerr's "a the Folly of Rewarding
A, While Hoping for E*". Within the recruiting program,

recognizing that recruit attrition is not an element of

performance measure, there is no incentive to reduce ccstly

attrition.
In order to review a partial impact of attri-

tion, the data base developed for this thesis allows a

re-examination of the quantitative dimension recognizing
attrition. As shown in Table XI, of the 4497 total enlist-

ents, 3652 recruits completed recruit training. when this

number is ccmpared vith the assigned quota (4466) and

adjusted for programmed attrition (14%),19 the expected

IOProvided by (G-PE-4).
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TaBLE XI

Impact of Recruit attrition

Dist Total Attrite Out- inorit-y Mincrity Mincri:y
Enlist (%) put Enliste Attrite Oumput

T - -- "TS7.-E"T* -352 ' 2- ------

2 5e8 21.7 (8) 462 167 31.4 116

3 587 17.4 (4) 486 134 33.6 89

5 520 17.2 (3) 432 117 21.9 92

7 490 19.3 (6) 396 188 19.0 153

8 518 24.1 (10) 394 187 29.6 132

9 435 17.9 (5) 359 79 33.3 53
11 301 19.3 (6) 245 53 15.6 45

12 329 23.8 (9) 252 50 41.7 30

13 291 14.3 (1) 251 17 25.0 13

14 14 12.5 13 - - -

CG 4497 18.8 3652 1015 27.0 741

* relative ranking from 1 to 10 exclusive of the
relatively small contribution from
the Fourteenth District.

recruit training output (3841) was undarchi.ved by 189

(4.2%) recruits. Using a similar analysis, the minority
goal (806) adjusted fer expected at.rition indicates that

the expectected output (694) was overachieved by 47 mincrity
recruits. Table XI indicates that the performance of each

district with regard to recruit survivability exhibits

considerable variation. While it must be emphasized tha-

recruit attrition IS NOT the sole responsibility of the
recruiting division, it is nevertheless important to

consider survivability in the determina-icn of elfectiveness

as its impact is significant. What was once a strongly

positive quantitative level of effectiveness is now somewhat

diainished by the consideration of recruit survivability.
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While it is again evident that the causes for a

recruit training attrition rate of 18% do not lie exclu-

sively within the domain of the recriit-ing program,nei-her

- does it lie exclusively within the Education and Training

Division nor the Operational Medicine Division (G-KCM-1).

Raving a medically r-elated attrition rate of 7.8% and a

non-medical rate of 10.9% indicates the need for clobal

concern on the part of each division i-vclved. The rsduc-

t+ior cf :ecruit attrition requires the acceptance of join-.

responsibility and shared dete.rmination for action by the

three divisions.

2. Qqajiltiv e j imenson

Effectiveness determinations within the quantitative

dimension were relatively straightforward as both the objec-

tives and performance measures were readily apparent.

WIthin the qualitative dimension however, such is not always

the case as qualitative data is substantially absent from

the current performance masuring process. Yevertheless,

through utilization of the thesis data base, a level of

effectiveness can be determined for the first and fourth

objectives (qualified and best-qualified).

a. "Qualified Enlisted Personnel"

The recruiting program currently addresses this

first objective through the process of implied assumption.

Having provided recruiters with detailed minimum enlistment

standards and a requirement that each applicant attain thase

standards prior to qnlistment, the assumption is that the

task has been accomplished and therefore_ all recruits are
"qualified". This assumption is not supported by qualita-

tive da'a.
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LQ ROM-MACT -.3 - .

During PY-82, there were no scholastic requirs-

ments for enlistment into the Coast Guard. In lieu of t4e--.s-

requirements, each applicant was to achieve a. minimum a

combined sccre on the Coast Guard Standard Test (CGST)

representative of the Mental Category IIIB. Had each indi-
vidual truly reflected these standards, the Coast Guard

would not have accepted any individuals falling into mental

categories IV or V. As determined by administration of the

Coast Guard Standard Test Battery (CGSTB) at Cape day, the

recruits entering in FY-82 followed the distribu-:ic.

depicted in Table XII.

TABLE XII

Recruits by Mental Category

PY-82 Mental Category Distribution

iental group CGSTB Range k Attained
* I & II 110 - 195 42.0

III A 101 - 109 22.2

III B 90 - 100 22.7

IV & V 0 - 89 13.1

The point to be made is that the administrative
establishment of a minimum qualification score is not suffi-

cient to warrant the assumption that quality standards are

being maintained. Tc further illustrate this point, even

though aach recruiting district operates with the same
guidelines, a review cf Table XIII indicates that some
districts are more effective than others at screening fcr

the alnimum mental aptitude standards.
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TABLE XIII

Mental Category by District

Cate orl Cate ory
istrict IoII IV 9 V
1 92.3 8.7

2 85.8 14.2

3 88.7 11.3

5 83.9 16.1

7 80.6 19.4

8 76.1 23.9

9 89.1 10.9

11 93.2 6.8

12 94.4 5.6

13 98.5 1.5

14 100.0 0.0

CG 86.9 13.1

Similar difficulties have been identified with

respect to the minimum physical requiraments. In a recent

review of 200 recruit medical boards conducted by the

Operational Medicine Division (G-KOM-1) , [Ref. 24], it was

determined that 61 cases should have been detected during

the initial examination and 30 cases should have been

detected on review (an additional 13 cases were questicnably

detectable). While the physical examinations and medical

reviews are beyond the control of the recruiting divisicn,

they do have an obvious and measurable negative impact cn.

the recruiting program.

The evaluation of this objective indicates that

the Coast Guard in general and some districts in particular

experience a degree of difficulty with the accomplishment of

a thorough applicant screening process. Underlying the

obvious is -he more subtle point that the difficultie.s have
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existed for some time, yet the performance evaluation and

contrcl processes appear unable to detect it in a timely
manner or fccs attention to the specific areas in need of
improvement. Interviews with recruiting supervisors indi-

cated that most lacked a clear understanding of the mental
categcry percentiles. Hence, whil the mental category
distribution of their district may have been lcw-r cr higher
than that of the program overall, t-heir complete unawareness
precluded a qualitative program adjustmer.t.

These quality shortfalls are of timely intersest
in view of the existing peak loading situation at Cape May.
By reviewing Table III and Table X, it is evident that those

individuals in mental category IV G V, and those medically
deficient contribute significantly to recruit attrition.

The costs are considerable in terms of travel funds,

training dollars, training time and training space. (One
training report has identified the cost of transportation
for medically discharged recruits to be near $200,000.)20 As
evidenced by the FY-82 program and district mental category
distributions, the historical distributions evident in

Figure 1.2, and the physical examination and review diffi-

culties, the recruiting program's performance with respect
to recruiting qualified enlisted personnel falls short of

the first objective achievement.

b. "Best Qualified Available"

This fourth objective exists to some degree as

an anomaly: not specifically stated in the Recruiting Hanual
nor clearly defined within the recruiting program. Wher
the first qualitative objective benefited from a (0) or (1),

qualified or not qualified definition, this fourth objective

enjoys nc such normative understanding. Similarly, where

2O(G-PTE) FY-82 Training Report.
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the goal cf the first objective was presumably to have all

recruits "qualified", this objectiv .e has neither a state!

goal nor recognized performance measure capable of providing

a "best-qualified" determination. rhe critical nature of

this anomaly cannot be overstated. How can the recruiting

program be expected to provide for *he quality dimension in

manpower planning if it does not know what it is or how much

is desired?

Having na.ithe: a reccgn-iza- understanding cf the

objective ncr performance measures to identify the units of

output, a meaningful measure of effec-iveness cannot be

obtained. In lieu cf an evaluative analysis this objective

will be approached frcm a descriptive perspective, devel-

oping both -he objective's definition and potential

performance measures.

Complying with the recruiting manual, individual

recruiters indicated during interviews that "selective

recruiting" provides the practical basis for "best quali-
fied" determinations. When questioned further as to the

meaning of selective recruiting, it became apparent one
man's best qualified applicant was another's rejected appli-
cant. Each of the more than two hundred recruiters vary in

their application of service experience, perceptions of

service needs and evaluations of the recruiting environment.

Several recruiters suggested that it was not uncommon for
newly assigned recruiters to be hesitant to invoke selective

recruiting cut of a fear of attracting a Congressioral
inquiry. In these cases, the minimally qualified applicant

becomes synonymous with the best qualified applicant.

Due to the irnherent subJective nature in the

application of the selective recruiting concept, it can be

considered neithqr a valid nor reliable measure of recruit

quality. This is not to say that selec-ive z.-cruiztng does

not have legitimate value in the applicant screning
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process. It most certainly does. Selective recruiting

provides a necessary consideration of an individual's dispo-
sition and deporIment. In other words, selective rec:'if-ing

allows for the consideration of the "non-quantifiables".

However it must be clear that in and of itself, it DOES NOT

measure quality. If not selective recruiting .... then

what ?

Referring to the initial discussion of quality

measures and to the literatu_- review, there are two valid

and reliatle criteria of quality- education a-'ainnent and

mental aptitude. Research has consistently supported the

hypothesis that individuals of higher menmal categories and

education attainment levels exhibit greater prcbabilities

for surviving recruit and subsequent training. [Ref. 4] and

[(ef. 5] Therefore, the search for a valid and reliable

definition of "best qualified" need go no further. Assuming

the accomplishment of the minimum salistment standards, and

in conjunction with (not in place of) selective recruiting,

a best qualified individual is one who exhibits a high

education atainment level and mental category.

Having narrowed the objective's definition, the

recruiting program remains tasked with the necessity to

identify the degree to which the objective must be obtained.

As recognized within the Department of Defense,21 no service

can efficiently employ a force composed entirely of upper

mental category personnel. There is need for a mix of

mantal category I, I, III and IIIB individuals. (This

conclusion is supported within the Coast Guard by reviewing

the broad range of scores serving as 'A' school gualifica-

tion standards.) Considering the many variables that .nter

into a "quality-mix" determination, there is an obvious

requirement for data and decision making authority beyond

2 "Pscussions with Dr. R. Lockman, Center for Naval

Analysis.
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the organizational scope of the recruiting division. Th

most appropriate level for the quality-mix determination

would lie within th_ Enlisted Personnel Division (G-PE) as

they maintain the responsibility for conducting -the Coas-

Guard's manpower planning. Where the division curr-erntly

projects both the annual enlistmen-t goal and the 'A' school

training loads by seperate processes, a joint compilation
could result in an enlistment goal inclusive of the quality

objectives. The manpcwer planning system cu-_:en-ly in use

by the Navy22 provides their zecruiing command with quality

targets: (%) High-schcol graduates, (4) Mental Category

I-IIIA, and a ceiling (%) Mental Category IV. While the

Navy's recruiting prcgram certainly doss not represent an

ideal as far as quality in recruiting, this element of their

program can provide a basis for Coast Guard modifications.

Given quality targets that could be developed by the

Enlisted Personnel Division, the Recruiting Divisicn could

then be concerned primarily with ths implementation issues.

As the "test qualified" objective is defined

throughout the organization, performance measures must

necessarily be developed. As identified from the literature

review, the perfcrmance measures must be valid, reliable and

clearly understood by those whose performance is to be

measured. The measures must accurately and comprehensively

communicate the crganization's expectations to the opera-

tional levels. Four such measures operationalize this
objective and can be derived from data readily available

vithin the recruiting program:

- _ Iu.&- (hLo22) .Repres .ntativ of the
education attainment criteria of quallty, this measure

m2Pcintpapers utilized by ADM. HAYWARD in a presentation
to the Naval Postgratuate Sc ool, December, 1982.
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identifies the percentage of recruits obtaining the miniJ~um

high schccl requirement.

- _LrentaJ. gAL r I-IIIA: Representative cf the minza"

aptitude criteria for quality, this measure -;&dent if~s the
percentage cf recruits most likely to be qualified for the

more demanding technical oriented rates.

- 14nol.tZ 11.41 I p .1-111k: aecognizing the organ-

izational objectives to promote minLority representativeness,
this measure provides a more sophisticated ind-icaticn of the
potential for objective achievament.

- _Uh cA2 G~duj1 (fj), Alat~ i ZU -I

q Laut (GRAD2) :A composite representa-
tion of the qualitative and quantitative dimension, this

measure identifies the percentage 3f output achieving each
of the three criteria. This measure effectivaly offers a

"bottom line" measure of quality outpUt.23

These meassures of output must be compared to quality targets
established for the recruititg program in ordser to determine
a level ci effectiveness f-or this objective. Had such
targets been generated for FY-82, the data reported in Table
XIV cculd be used for this comparison.

Recognizing again the absence of quality targets
for the recruiting program, this data s ould not be reviewed
to evaluate target performance as the goal setting process
did not identify quality targets. in a descriptive sense
however, a review of the data does provide insights inMto the
varying performancz levels of the program as a whole and
recruiting districts in particular.

-"The develo pm ent of this qualitative composltae is
io~ sle~t with the research oA Dr. Arima as rnctsd in
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TABLE XIV

Alternative Performance Neasures

Cat' qry 3inority HSDG + GRAD
District HSDG I-1IIA I-IIIA + I-IIIA

1 94.2 (1)* 68.2 (5) 29.4 (7) 53.2 (3)

2 89.4 (7) 62.8 (7) 40.0 (4) 42.1 (8)
3 92.0 (4) 67.0 (6) 35.9 (5) 48.6 (!)

5 90.8 (6) 57.5 (8) 25.5 (9) 42.2 (7)

7 91.3 (5) 54.9 (9) 32.1 (6) 37.2 (9)

8 85.0 (8) 50.0 (10) 24.1 (10) 34.8 (10)

9 93.1 (2) 75.2 (2) 29.4 (7) 54.3 (2)

11 82.5 (9) 72.0 (4) 48.1 (2) 48.0 (5)

12 79.2 (10) 72.2 (3) 64.3 (1) 43.5 (6)

13 92.9 (3) 78.6 (1) 44. 4 (3) 57.7 (1)

14 100.0 80.0 0.0 50.0

CG 90.3 64.1 33.0 45.4

relative ranking from 1 to 10 exclusive of the
relatively small contribution from
the Pourtlenth District.

The benefit from the first measure, HSDG, is

evident when viewed in conJunction with the recruit attri-

tion data presented in Table XI. rhosa districts

experiencing high attrition rates generally exhibit lower

percentages of high school graduates than do those experi-

encing small attrit.icn rates. This rela:ionship is

statistically significant as can be demonstrated by -a =ank

cder correlation2* cf district performance with regard to

HSDG and recruit attrition ()= .764, p < .01) [Ref. 25].

In terms of effectiveness, those districts enlisting gr.ater

numbers of persons with a high school 1iploma (cr GED certi-

ficate) ccntribute mere to program qff!activeness than do

2 4Use of Spearman's Roe nonparamet-ric statistic.
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those d;stricts enlisting lesser percentages of high schcol

graduates. The empirical data provides an indicator of

quality output ard supports the established link between

education attainment and training survivability.

*; Though beneficially providing a useful screening

tool for the reduction of recruit attrition, the HSDG

measure is not, in and of itself, a unitary measure of
recruit quality as 35% of the high school graduates are not

included in the mental categories I-IIIA. Comparing the

HSDG and Category I-IIA data, it is evident that the acqui-

sition of a high schcol education is not necessarily

indicative cf the mental aptitude. Although a di-strict may
obtain a high relative ranking for the recruitment of higa

school graduates, it does not necessarily follow that the

same district receives a high ranking for the recruitment of

upper mental category recruits. Again statisticaly

comparing the relative rank orders in district perfcrmance

for the variables HSDG and Category I-IIIA, the correlaticn

(i= .261, p > .1) is weak. The weakness of this correla-

tion is particularly notable with minority I-IIIA (.= -.30,

p .1). These findings clearly indicate that percent of

High school graduates alone is an inadequate measure of
guality output: hence the requirement for an addi-ional

"best-qualified" measure. This point is significant in

light of the program changes implemented earlier this year.

The data clearly indicates that the establishment of a high

school graduate (or GED) enlistment standard will not in
itself be sufficient to insure the accomplishment of quality

mix targets: there remains a need to cognitively corsider
mental aptitude .n the recruit screening and program perfor-
mance processes.

Escognizing the second element of quality

(mental aptitude) and providing a more direct measure of

"best-qualified" performance, the following two measures are
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appropriate: Category I-iIuk, and iino-ity I-IIIA. The

literature review suggests that consideration of these
measures shculd include recognition of each district's inhe-
rent potential to produce guality output. Given the
disparity between the public education systems found within
the Eighth, and Thirteenth districzs, their widely va-ying
quality distributions should not be surprising.
(Territorial potential and its managment implications will
be addressed separately.) Additionally, the lower percen-
tages of minorities within the upper mental categories is
not unexpected. Nevertheless, should it be acceptable that
within scme districts cnly five of ten rcruits qualify
within Category I-III? Lacking clear direction, adminis-

trative requirement cr behavioral incentive to identify and
recruit persons in the higher mental categories, this data
illustrates the penalty paid for the sole utilization of the
"selective recruiting" concept to ilentify quality.

The ultimate concern of the Coast Guard is the
actual quantity/quality input into the personnel system upon
completion of recruit training. After accounting for quota
accomplishment and adjusting for attrition, what is the
"bottom line"? The final "best-qualified" measure (HSDG +

GRAD + Category I-IIIl) is indicative of the annual quality
input by program and district. Consideration of this final

measure is necessarily dominated by the districtes quality
production potential. While the relative district _ankings
are representative of this potential and cannot be appreci-
ably altered by the Coast Guard, tna percentage attainment
levels can and must become targets for change within the

Coast Guard. In a descriptive sense, when compared to the
normal quantity program performance measures of Table XI,

this measure indicates the program's quality performance in
the absence of quality evaluation and control. An effec-

tivsness determinaticn would require the establishment of a

percent objective for this measure.
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C. ERPECTIVUNESS SUMBIRY

Whsn reflecting upon the preceeding analysis, the dagree

to which the recruiting program is effective in the achieve-

ment cf its four objectives is primarily dependent upon -he

performance measures utilized and the point in time of

measurement. For the quantitative objectives (quota attain-

ment and minority goal accomplishment), utilizing the

traditional quantitative performance measures provided in

Figure 3.3 and observed prior to the commencement of recruit

training, the program overall achieves a significant level

of effectiveness. Reviewing the effectiveness cf each

recruiting district under the same conditions, a similarly

desirable level of effectiveness is achieved. Yet this

bright picture of effectiveness is somewhat dulled by extn-

sion of the point in tims of measurement to include

attrition experienced in recruit training. The data

provided by Table XI identifies weakness at divisional level

as well as the district level. Inclusion of the attrition

element reduces program quantit-atlva effectiveness from
100.7% of goal to 95.8% of goal. 2 5 lore significantly, when

district performance is adjusted for attrition, the pr-avi-

cusly repcrted quota attainment range of 100.0 -to 101.9A,26

is decreased to 75.9 to 84.6% of quata. 2 7 While at first the

adjustment for attrition may not appear significant, It

acquires operational significance when the adjustments are

converted to lollar equivalents: travel lollars, training

dollars, training time and training space.

25 See computations on page 75 and 76.
2 6*xclusive cf the lightly goaled ?ourteenth District.
27?actoring out medical attrition, the range becomes

85.3 to 91.85.
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Continuing the analysis by expanding the performanc.

measures to include the qaalitative dimension, the conceot
of effectiveness is likewise broadened beyond traditional
considerations. Where previously the central context of

perfcrmance measurement revolved azound the question "Are we

recruiting enough people?", the qualitative dimension broa-
dens the context to include "Are we recruiting the r___t

people?". A review of the third objective identified
performance that was dysfunctional to program effectiveness

as 13% of the recruits tested below the established minimum

mental aptitude standard. Significantly, this percentage is
not adjusted for attrition: these "less than minimally
qualified" individuals are passing through recruit training
and into the operaticnal Coast Gua=. In addi4tion to these
shortfalls in effectiveness, the review identifies simila-

difficulties with the achievement of physical enlistment
standards. This review supports the need to broaden the
existing performance measures to include the quality dimen-

sion. Clearly the program cannot rely oL the existence of

administrative policies and procedures to insurs the
achievement of quality objectives: tee must be a -_Z

29g.mance 9vJ%1_ Ind control prcsss
At perhaps the greatest distance from the traditional,

one dimensicnal perspective of effectiveness, the analysis
of the fourth objective introduces three concepts for
consideraticn: 1) a definition of a "best-qualified" appli-
cant, 2) quality-mix determination in goal settina and
performance evaluaticn, and 3) quality or:inted terr i-orial
potential. With the introduction of each, it becomes
evident that achievement of effectiveness within the quaity

dimension is not concomitant with quantitative effective-
ness. The analysis identifies the inconsistency of quality

output realized frot the application of "selective

recruiting". Clearly that one concept is an inadequate
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screening tcol for quality. The lack of specific attention

to the quality objectives through the goal setting and

performance evaluation processes has rasulte4 in their less
than significant acccmplishment.

In summary, the analysis describes a program that is

experiencing a level cf quantitativz. effectiveness less than

that indicated by its current performance measures.

Similarly, the level of effectiveness is less than that
assumed and required by the administra-ive policies and

procedures. In both cases, the da-ta suggest that benefits

can be achieved through a review of the program elements and

their relationship with the program objectives and the eval-

uation and control prccess.
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V. c c OuIsios

The research indicates that with respect to the qualita-

tive AND quantitative dimensions of manpower planning, the

recruiting program is performing at less than its poten-ial

level of efectiveness. In terms of S-P-.ven Kerr's "On the

folly of rewarding A, while hoping for B", the recruiting

program (Cffice of Personnel, Recruit.ing Division, Enlisted

Personnel Division) is rewarding quantity while hoping for

quality. In reality, you get only what you ask for.

A. NOT DESIGNED FOR QUALITY

In summary, the research points to the conclusion that

the recruiting program simply is not designed for quality.

As a result of the over-emphasis upon quantity and the

unfortunate, general expectation that quality will naturally

arrive with quantity, the quality objectives are at best

loosely defined. Sivila-ly, quality considerations are

practically absent from the critical program elements of

goal setting, performance evaluation, resource allocaticn

and general program planning and support. The infusion of

technology into the Coast Guard, with -the resulting demand

for high quality personnel, has brought about an awakening
to the consideration of these quality issues.

8. IPPECTIVENESS AND PROGRAM PLENENTS

The establishment of an evaluation and control process

presumes an ability to evaluate program performance and an
inclination to utilize the resultant performance data,

adjusting and adapting the program tc conform with dynamic

program cbjectives. Having discussed at some l-ength the.
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perfcrmance of the recruiting program, there remains th .

task to identify the program elements that are candidates

for change as well as targeting the direction of change.

At the outset, it will be useful for the reader to

understand that the comprehensive discussion of each prcgram

element in relation tc the program objectives, and to oth.r

elements, is individually a potential topic for further

research and investigation. The limited purpose of this
section is to identify genseral directions and magnitudes of

change apprcpriate in light of the evolving demands bein.g

placed upon the recruiting program.

1. 2al!_a!ive-  yeies ,efiad_

whereas the qualitative objectives in their current

form introduce the primary quality issues ("qualified" and
"best-qualified"), they fail to operationalize fully thcse

issues. The identification of a best-qualiified applicant
and the pricrity placed upon the enlistment of quality are
unfortunately abrogated to the middle and lover organiza-

tional levels. For example in two proportionately large
recruiting districts, having been provided with only the
minimum quality standards (while hoping for best-qualified),
the expressed attitude is: "if the Coast Guard wanted better

than the minimum they would ask for it: minimally qualifi.d
is as good as best-qualified.,,e Within these districts,
there are no -oncert.d efforts -o attract better than the

sinimum. You 4et what you ask for.
The provision of a more detailed definition and

broader perspective on the quality issues throughout the

recruiting organization represents one avenue for enhancing
program effectiveness.

20Interviews with recruiting supervisors.
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As is evidenced by the program's current procsdu-=s

for allccating recruiter resources, apportioning minority

goals'and targeting advertising -fforts, there 4s recogri-
tion of quantity oriented territorial potential. Simply

put, those districts with a grea-.er resident population
receive mcre recruiters, a higher minority goal and grea--ar

saturation of advertising efforts than do those districts
composed cf lesser pcpulations. This policy has l-d to a
greater concentration of recruiters and recruiting efforts

along the East and Gulf coasts despite the steady aigraticn

of the population westward. (The geographic distribution of

recruiting billets appears in Table IX.) Describing the
distribution of recruiting resources by geographic regions,

the greatest concentraticn appears in the South

Atlantic/South Central (Districts 5,7,8), followed by New

England/Middle Atlan.ic (Districts 1,3), North Central

(Districts 2,9), and lastly, Mountain/Pacific (Districts

11,12,13,14)

Just as each district -exhibits and recognizes the

presence cf this quantity potential, there exists, thouah

systematically unreccgnized, a quality potential as well.

Introduced in the literature review, demonstrated in Table
XIII and supported by Table XIV, one characteristic of each

recruiting district is its inherent potential to produce

"qualified" and "best-qualified" applicants. Describinq

regionally the quality potential as determined by the 1980

administration of the ASVAB to 11,914 youths, great.r poten-

tial resides in New England/Middle Atlan-ic, followed by
North Central, Mountain/Pacific and lastly, South

Atlantic/South Central [Ref. 7.]. The Coast Guard data

generally conforms tc this pattern with the exception of the

Mountain/Pacific where performance Indica-ted in Table XIV
exceeds that which the comparison would have or.dicted.
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Entering a recruiting environment where the qualita-

tive dimension of manpower is receiving increasing
attention, the quality oriented territorial potential is one

planning element that must not be ignored. Just as the
quantitative potential is reflected in the strategic deci-

sion making process, so must the qualitative potential be
considered. For example, in the racent review of minority

goal appcrtionment, cnly the number of minorities within a
fifty mile radius of the recruiting office was considered.

Ignored were the quality characteristics of :hose minori-
ties: age, education attainment level, mental aptitude, etc.

As a result, districts having a kI24 population of minori-

ties ut g_it will now provide greater numbers of

marginally qualified minorities who will attrite wi'h
greater frequency and be of a lower mental aptitude than the
average recruit. The end result will be that yes, minority
goal (quantitatively) will be achieved, but when reviewed in

light of the performance measures presented in this thesis,
in a potentially ineffective manner.

Within the recruiting program, there are two
specific program elements where consideration of the quality

oriented territorial potential can prove beneficial to the
enhancement cf program effectiveness.

a. Resource Allocation

Comparing the recognizel quantity potential as

described regionally with those regions of quality poten-
tial, there is one pcint of stark !ivergence: the Coast
Guard's greatest concentration of recruiting activity occurs

precisely in the region of greatest relative mental aptitude
weakness (Ref. 7.]. The Fifth, Seventh and Eighth districts
jointly produce proportionately greater numbers of mental

category IIIB, IV and V individuals than either of the
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remaining regions.2 9 This is not surprising in view of the

regional quality potential. Conversaly, while the Coast

Guard receives greater propcrtions of ipper mental category

individuals from the Eleventh, Twelfth and Thirteen-h

districts, that regicn receives the smallest lavels of

recruiting resources. Unfortunately, while the quality

product of the latter region greatly exceeds -that of the

former, the quota and resource differentials are so great

that the lower quality production ls not overcome.

Reflecting on the -ecruiting environment in

existence when the initial recruiting resource allocatics

were determined, and recognizing the incremental process of

subsequent change, the current resource allocation strategy

is easily understood. Nevertheless, the recruiting environ-

ment is changing, the priorities are being altered by the

impact of technology and the easy-to-use incremental change

process is inadequate. The distribution of recruiter

resources is in need of large.scale review and alteration.

The quality oriented territorial potential is a real, live,

phenomena deserving attenticn anl inclusion in resource

allocation decision making.

b. Quality-Mix

The futility of employing a force composed

solely of upper mental category individuals was previously

menticned, as was the concept of quality-mix: a quota/goal

definition of the quality objectives. As -he program-wide

quality-mix detarmintion is determiaed and provided to the

recruiting division, the emaining task is to distribute

effectively that quota/goal to the recruit'ng distrzicts.

Whereas current methcds would result in a distribution based

upon the assumption that each district share tho load

29 See Table XIII and Table XIV
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(quantity potential) p the result would actually impcse a

burden upon those districts in the Southern regicn. This

research would suggest the recognition of each district's

unique quality potential as the basis for that quality-mix

distribution. The data of Table XIII and Table XIV indicate

for example, recruiters in the Thizteenth distric.t would

experience less difficulty in recruiting upper mental cate-

gory individuals than would recruiters in the Eighth

dis-trict.
The operative understanding and alvantageous use

of quality potential as a planning factor in the appcrtion-

ment of recruiter billets, assignment of minority recruiters

and distribution of quota/goal represents a second avenue

for the enhancement of qualitative effectiveness.

3. Jsriterj

The Recruiting Manual correctly identifies the

recruiter as the most important element of the recruiting

program. As the ultimate implementor of policy and proce-

dures, the performance of that individual is a key element
in the quest for quality objective achievement.

Accordingly, recruiter performance serves as the common

denominator in this analysis: "What policies cr procedures

must be altered, developed or otherwise emphasized so that

he/she can recruit individuals of the appropriate quality

and in sufficient numbers to meet program demands?"

While -each is fully capable of understanding and

accomplishing thi quantitative objectives, recruiters and

thair variable understanding cf the quality dimension repr.-

sent a major obstacle in the achievement of quality

objectives. Resulting from school training and -he
interpretation of written guidelines, r-crui-ers have a very

restrictive and biased view of quality dsetrminatIon. As
has been discussed at some length, the sole uilization of
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"selective recruiting" as a basis for quality determinat.icn

is inadequate and deceiving. Aucng recruiters however,
denunciation of "selective recruiting" is blasphemy. Tn

every discussion of education and mental aptitude criterla

of quality, a recruiter is guarenteed to resurrect the. story
of the Category I individual that was sent to Cape May cnly

to be discharged for a poor attitude. The data provided in

Table II and Table IV clearly indica-te that this myth is
!ithout substance. Ccabining the overemphasis upon quantity

with the misconceptions concerning guality, rscruiters
represent an organizational barrier to quali-y attainment.

This barrier is not as insurmountable as it may
appear due primarily to the available literature ilentifying

preferred quality determination criteria and the postive
attitude, high motivation and genuine concern characteristic

of the Coast guard's volunteer recruiting force. Recruiters

have an insatiable desire for constructive pe-for2ancs feed-

back. Recruiters invest considerable personal pride in

their recruits, they want them to be saccessful. Recruiters

want to provide the product that they think the Coast Guard

needs. Recruiters can Identify and screen for quality when

they are instructed as to the proper criteria, and provided

timely and accurate feedback.

Providing recruiters with one common, clear and

operationally determinable definition of quality will

provide a third avenue for the anhancament of qualitative

effectiveness.

while territorial potential addressed the recrui-.ing

program's external environment, and recruiters were identi-

fied as those individuals implementing the recruiting
proqram, management policy IS the recruiting program.
Providing the progran's structure, defining its boundry and
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establishing its character., management policy is clearly THE

dominant program element. As such, it is essential that
management policy embrace and exist in consonance with

concerted efforts to enhance the program's effectiveness.

Assuming that this is so, that management policy is adap-

table and in pursuit cf effectiveness, three policy

extensions are essential to achievement.

a. Goal Setting

The literature suggests that as a standard

measurement of adequacy, a goal setting mechanism must

clearly define in operational terms the nature of the

program's objectives. Judging by that standard, the current
goal sett4ng mechanism would sco-e poorly. Consisting of

just two elements, quota and minority goal, the current

mechanism ignores the remaining quality objectives. This is

primarily due to the program's inability to define specifi-
cally those quality objectives. The result of this goal
setting weakness is that two signals are disseminated
throughout the program: 1) a strong, clear, unequivccal
demand for quantities of recruits, and 2) a somewhat hollow,
ill-defined and ambiguous request for quality recruits.

The recruiting quotas and goals, from initial

incepticn tc ultimate monthly distribution, are devcid of
explicit quality considerations. At each organizational

level involved in goal development however, there is an
awareness of the Coast Guard's quality requirements: the
organization needs personnel qualified for the AT, AE, ET,

ST, FT and other technical rates. Yet in practice, the

program asks for enlistment quota/minority goal while hcping
to fill the high quality requirements.

Previous analysis suggests that while this goal

setting mechanism may be anemic, it is not terminal: each

objective can be transformed into specific goals. Via the
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acceptance of "quality" as defined by edication ataizm.nt
and mental ap tude, the quality cbjectives can be

addressed. The Enlisted Personnel DivLs.oz, in coordination
vth the Recruiting Division can develop quality-mix targets

that would identify throughout the program the goals perti-
nent to the qualitative dimension. The weak and ill-d.fined

second signal can be made as strong and as clear :- the

first.

Adjusting the current goal sett.ing mechanism to

comprehensively be inclusive of al, program objectivez
provides a fourth avenue for the enhancement of recrui-ing
effectiveness.

b. Performance Measurement

is the gcal setting mechanism identifies the

direction for the recruiting program, the performance
measurement process establishes -he prioritis. Viecwed from

the bottom cf the organization upward, the performance
easures identify these areas of performance that are of

apparent greater interest to anagemz-n-: hence those areas
receivs the lion's share of attent.on and energy. If the

program's goals are to be achieved, -_hers must be a recogni-

zable ccnformity between the comprehensively stated goals
and the established measures of performance. within the

recruiting program, the good news is that there is a digree
of conformity: the bad news is that the goals are incom-

pletely stated.

Viewed free the top of the organization, the

existing shallow performance measures are similarly trouble-

some. By implying a comprehensive review of program

performance, these quantitative measures obscure qualitative

performance. By halo effect, it is assumed that quantita-

tive success produces qualitative success as well. The iata

indicate that this is not always the case.
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Just as it is possible to define the qualitat-ive

objectives in a comprehensive goal format. so it is wi-.h the

performance measures. Likewise, where its _eesary to
provide, through goals, a direction for the qualitative
aimensicn, it IS g.ece /.y Ito identify the priority placed
on quality by the development of qualitative performance

measures. Qualitative performance measures that require
information readily available from within the recruiting

program are demonstrated in Table XI and Tabl- XIV. When at
the operaticnal levels there is a ecognition of manage-

ment's interest in education attainmea:, mental aptimud-,
recruit attrition and the qualitative dimension, similar
recogniticn and priority will be forthcoming.

Enhancing the current performance measures to
include measures pertinent to the qualitative objectives
represents a fifth avenue to the enhancement of recruiting

effectiveness.

c. Reward - Recognition

Once the program's direction are defined and

priorities established, the remaining zask is to apportion
the program's human energies. In this process, driven by
human nature, recruiters are aware of their behavioral

requirements and can discriminate between those that result
in reward and recognition from those that do not. Quite
simply, recruiters are like the rest of us, those behaviors
that result in scme reward will be repeated and those that
are without benefit will be -epressel. I t is therefore
incumbent uron the recruiting program to identify -hcse
behaviors that are rewarded (and thus repeated) in a compar-
ison to the behaviors that are lesired. where an equality

-" compariscn requires no action, diff.-=ences will requi-e an
evaluation and resultant action.
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From the Recruiting Division to the dist=-icts,

there are no positive rewards. From the districts's

perspective, the absence of negative recognition muST
substitute for a positive reward. Accordingly, as ident-

fted through inte-views w1ith recruiting supervisors, the

accomplishment of quota and minority goals are perceived to

be the essential criteria to the avoidance of negative
recognition. as a result, the behaviors that are rewarded
are those that acconlish quantitative goals. There are no

rewards for quality and likewise, no rewards for reduced

recruit attrition: hence no incentive to devote energias to

these pricrities.

Within the ten districts, five have developed

some variation of a positive rsward and recognition system.
Via the presentation Cf a plaque or a letter of apprecia-

•tion, several districts seek to promote superior recruiting
performance. In doing so however, the districts have been

left to their own devices to establish criteria for "supe-

riot %ecruiting perfcrmance". The result is that
performance rewarded in one district is no doubt considered
routine by another. The implication program-wide is that
there has been no cognitive attention to the identification

of desirakle behaviors and no specific action to prcmote

"superior recuiting performance".
This current situation evolved from the

Recruiting Division's abandonment of the
Recruiter-of-the-Year award. While at the time there were

insuffi.cien: performance measures to discriminate the supe-
rior perfcrmance from that normally expscted, such is nc

longer the case. The data provided by consideration of the

qualitative dimension provided in Table XI, Table XIII and
Table XIV clerly identify a range of performance.
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By the establishment of a "Recrui-ting Dist-izt

of the Year" &ward, the Recruiting Division could prCvid, a

clear communication cf its goals, objectives and .- io:.ti=s
as well as esstablish those behaviors considered to be supe-

rior. In the wake of Division level action, as each

district develops its individual recognition programs, the

recruiting program would be the primary beneficiary of

improved recruiter performance. Considering the recent

reduction of recruiter proficiency pay, and the increased
efforts and new behaviors that will be requied in the

achievement of qualitative objectives, the timing coull not

be better for the healthy injection of POSITIVE reward and
reco gni ticn.

Development of criteria and recognition of supe-

rior recruiting perfcrmance can align the expectsd and

actual human behaviors, thus representing a sixth avenue for

the enhancement of recruiting effectiveness.

d. Program Support

The difficulties described do not begin and end
within the Recruiting Division. That division is well aware

of the research and emphirical evidence that supports recog-
nition of the increased level of dollar and personnel

resources required t recruit high quality individuals. It
clearly takes more time and energy to attract and recruit
exceptionally qualified indiviluals rather than the aini-
ally qualified: yet budget and personnel reductions are

imposed. The case must be made within the budgetary process
that "people" are the Coast Guard and "quality people"

provide a quality Coast Guard. An increased level of

resources at the front end (recrui:±ng) will reduce the

resources required tc conduct subsequent training and

Education Enrichment Programs.
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C. IIPACT 0l B130!T! RNPRUSIITTIOI

If the reader can recall the third objective, m-forty

proportions, and review the minority mental aptitude distri-
bution of Table XI# a question may arise as to the impa .

upon minority representation of a recruiting program empha-

sizing quality recruiting. The simple answer is that the

impact can be either positive or neutral: it does not have

to be negative.

The point must be made clear that the term "minority" is

not an antonym for "quality" and efforts to achieve both are

not mutually exclusive. & program seeking a 20% mincrity

representation does not have to do so at the expense of
quality. Likewise, a program seeking a quality-mix propor-

tion ef upper mental category recruits does not need to

sacrifice minority goal attainment. The two objectives

represent urgent Coast Guard needs and can be pursued in

consonance. In spite of its first appearance, there is no

zero-sun game: no one or the other.
Within the Navyl's recruiting program, recruiting

districts are provided target percentages for Sental Group
1-III, High School Ciploma Graduates, Hispanic and Black

accessions [Rf. 26. J. In much the same manner, through
existing enlistment standards, minority goals and

quality-six targets, the Coast Guard's recruiting program

could achieve each of the four objectives simultaneously.
An approach to these objectives that seeks first to achieve
a 20% mincrity representation within the Coast Guard p-ror

to addressing quality is an approach that will produce a

mediccre Ccast Guard manpower force. rhe objectives must be
pursued concurrently.

This is not to say that the minority objectives can be

accomplished easily however, as they cannot. Fortunately,

t.he literature does provide insights to the Ivelopment of a
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mLinority recruiting strategy. As in any recruiting stra-

tegy, you get what you ask for.

Due to the historical differential in AFQT scores for
minorities versus whites, the element of territorial quality
potential is a critical element in the recruitment of quali-
fied minorities. As is the case in the general recruiti.ng

program however, the program seeks to recruit proportion-
ately more minorities from the South Atlantic/South Central
region. Given the quality potential of that rgion, is the
experience cf poor quality surprising?

Research into recruiter effectiveness indicates that
minority recruiters are more successful in the recruiting of
minorities that are white recruiters. Combining this obser-
vation with the existing territorial potentials, research

would suggest the assignment of miaority recruiters to the

First, Third, Eleventh, Twelfth and Thirteenth distric-s.

In practice, the First district has one minority recruiter
and the Thirteenth ncne. Yet 50% of the minority recruiters
are assigned to the Pifth, Seventh and Eighth districts.

The difficulties experienced with the effective
recruiting cf minorites are similar to those experienced
program-wide (i.e. goal setting, goal specificity, territo-
rial potential, reward-recogtoition, etc.) and the remedies
are the same. The avenues leading to the enhancement of
recruiting effectiveness will similarly lead to the enhance-
sent cf minority goal accomplishment.
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In making these recommendations, it is clearly under-

stood that there are no simple# one step answers to the
enhancement of recruiting effectiveness. Rather the

attempt will be quite complex when considering the indivi-

dual and combined impact of the recruiting environment,
external economic factors, and internal organizat ional

demands. The presentation of these qualitative effective-
ness issues provides an identification of the independent

alternative courses of action. The most crucial decision is
not so much which to consider first, but -o consider any of
them at all. hile obviously each recommendation cannot be
initiated simultaneously, some initial action can and must
be taken.

4 A. 0111CR 01 PERSONNEL (a-1)

1. Review the current manpower planning process and the

degree to which the quality dimension is included. Provide

guidacs to G-PE and 9-PER as to the appropriate balance
between quality and quantity.

2. Revise the performance expectations and performance
measures applicable to the recruiting division to include

Seasures reflecting the qualitative dimension of performance

(aeucation attainment, mental aptitude distribution and a

quality/quantity, net production composite).
3. In recognition of their shared responsibility,

include in the performance measures of the Recruiting
Division, Training and Education Division, an to the ex-..nt

possible, Operational medicine Division an evaluation of the

rserit attrition rate.
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4. With the increasing quality demands being cor~fronte-d

by the Recruiting Division# recognize the requirimen~t fc:

greater support. in the form of budget, dollars and increased
personnel strength.

Be3 RICRUXIIG DIVISION (G-PBR)

1. The mission of the Coast Guard's recruiting program

should be refined to read in part, "The basic objecmtive of
the Coast Guard military recruiting program is to racrui:_

qualified officers, cadet,, officer zandidates azd snilsted

poeonnel in sufficient numbers an 21 sufficient qult to
meet Regular and Reserve service needs."

2. Consider an addition to Chapter Three of the

Recruiting Manual to provide the recruiter- with the charac-
teristics of a "best-qualified" applicant as well as the

* minimally qualified.

3. Consider a change to Chapter Seven of the Recruiting
manual to more specifically address the considerations

expected in the application of "selective recruiting" and
their relationship to the quality objectives.

4. Redesign the format of the Monthly Report of

Recruiting activities (CG-2957) to include the following

qualitative performance measures (reportable by recruiting

office): Number of High School Diploma Graduates; Number of
GED recruits; Number of recruits in the following AFQT

ranges (4 0 - 50) (51 - 65) (66 - 99) ; YIumber of recruits
discharged from recruit training. rhese measures should

subsequent ly be included in t.he annual Recapitulation of
Regular Recruiting Activities.

* 5. Review available territorial potential data to deter-
mine the quality potential of each recruiting district,

facilitating the assignment of enlistment quota with a
quality-mix ratio or quality target.
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6. Upon determination of each district's relative

quality potential, and in light of the program's qualitativs.

objectives. review the apportionamant of recruiter billets

and the assignment of minority recruit-rs. Consider a
shifting of recruiter resources from the South
Atlantic/South Central to the Pacific/ountain -egions.

7. Develop a Recruiting District-of-th-Year recognition

program that will model for the districts an organ lzaticnal
sense of priorities reflective of the concern for quality,
quantity and superior recruiting performance.

8. Incorporate into the Recruiting School curriculum a
training segment specifically oriented to the prssentation

of qualitative and quantitative objectives, quality identi-

fication and the resultant performance measures.

9. In conjunction with the above recommendations,

conduct a quality demand/ quality identification/quality
awareness training program for cur-rent recruiters to debunk

old myths and foster an allignment 3f individual and organi-
zational goals.

C. G-PU

1. Review the current manpower planning process to

incorporate the explicit inclusion of the qualitative dixea-

sion. As r.cruiting targets are prepared, provide the
Recruit ing Division with a recommended quality-mix reflec-
tive of actual Coast Guard manpower needs.

2. Wcrking with the Recruiting Division, review the

recruiter assignment process and billet distribution to
insure the most effective utilization of resources in

achieving quality and quantity objectives.
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D. G-182v G-PTU. G-K9fl

1. Recognizing the shared responsibility for recruit

attrition, form a joint panel to review its causes ani
formulate recommendations for changes in policies o: proce-
dures for its reduct-4cn to an acceptable level.

2. POSTSCRIPf

From the begining, the purpose of this thesi-s his noi

teen to h~ghlight the weaknesses of ths recruitin-g program.
rather it has bean to identify the lifficult challenges that
it faces and to recommend viable alternatives for aiddressing
those challenges. The thesis indicates the presenze of
considerable strength in the recruiting program, a strength
from which the recommendations can be implemented. In most

cases, tbe recommendations do not point to new Id1eas as they
generally represent the actual desires and intent of the
recruiting program. Perhaps the simple message of the
thesis is that you get what you Z" for, regardless of your
desires cr intentions. The key lies in the proper asking.
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